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platform supporting the Townsend
plan. An opponent of the New Deal.
Lancaster announced his candidacy
as also advocating an increase in
foreign trade and a higher tariff.
Lancaster was a candidate for the
Republican nomination in the 1934
primaries.

Rev. J. Clarence Leckemby of Pitts| field and L. True Spear of Rockport
P.ne Granulated sugar. 10 pounds had previously announced their can
51c; 25 lbs. 1139; 100 lbs SS 33 didacy for the nomination as Towns
8tover's, Rcckland—adv.
155-lt
end supporters.
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SIM’S

LUNCH

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS^ -

qJuC
s-

(Swiff* Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)

PLUMBING
AND

HEATING
Telephone 683-M

For Estimates on
Your Requirements

No Obligation

ARTHUR SHEA CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.
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Tour search for
good quality fuel
otla will end here

GATE HIN
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Two Tickets to Each Theatre
Prlrea listed herein will be awarded for
what we Judge to be the moat accurate,
the neatest, and the moat original
solutions milled or brought to na with
in 48 hours following publication of thia
advertisement. Duplicate awards will he
paid to tying contestants, anybody, ex
cept our employees, may compete. It la
not necessary to nuke any purchases.
Vse the form above, or a separate sheet
Write your name and address plainly.
WINNERS OF OCR LAST PUZZLE
CONTEST

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

STRAND THEATRE
MARX BROS, in
“NIGHT AT THE OPERA”

PARK THEATRE
“CHARLIE CHAN IN
SHANGHAI"
with WARNER OLAND

First Prize—June Burns, I 5 Cottage St.
Second Prize—Aimee Karl, Granite St.
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UNION sum

at

$3 and np
TWO-PIECE garments, $1.75

ea. and up. We are proud to
be able to offer the unequalled
advantages of this famous

underwear at these new low
prices.

Colton inner hir
er for comfort.
No wool itch.
fFool in outer
layer for protec
tion. The wool
can't touch you.
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ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
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Volume 90.................... Number 155.

SERVICE ENDS TOMORROW
z

Vtincapaw

greaa— Townsend Plan Apparently
Subscriptions (3 00 per year payable ln
advance: single copies three cente
gall
Urges Dissatisfied
It Regretfully To This Fine
the “Band Wagon"
Showered Gifts On Coast
Advertlaing rate* baaed upon circula
tion a id very reasonable
Democrats
To
Vote
ReMaster
Guardians
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Arthur B. Lancaster of Oardiner
Tlir Rockland Oarette was eatahllahed
publican ____
I When Steamer Belfast leaves here Christmas was brighter last night
tn 1848 In 1874 the Courier was estab yesterday became the third person to
lished and coneolldated wltb the Oarette seek the Second Maine District Re
tn 1382 The Free Preaa waa established
The effort of old line Democrats-to
nl«ht »* say goodbye to Capt ln many '’ght-houses and Coas*
tn 1833 and In 1891 changed lu name to publican nomination to the United
Guard stations along New England's
the Tribune These papers coneolldated
States House of Representatives on a retain their party regularity under A. E Rawley as far as active steam- coast because of a Santa Claus in a
March 17. 1897

Thursday
Issue

Being a Further Account Of the Boston and
Bangor Line’s Venerable Career
(Cuts used herewith were loaned by that always courteous and obLglng
Boston Transcript)

dally between Boston and Bangor.
Boston and Portland and Boston and
Kennebec River ports. The two lastnamed lines passed as did the con
necting service between Rockland
and island ports, including Mt.
Desert. If Bangor service is dropped,
the only coastal steamship line
operating to Maine will be the freight
service between Portland and New
York, unless the company decides to
again provide weekly summer-time
sailings between New York and Mt.
z
Desert Island.

An Institution that has endured for ships, barks, brigs and other square112 years ls about to pass. Coastwise rigged, craft Sailed all the oceans,
For the
steamship service between Boston These served their purpose and faded
carr^ big red aln hip.
Taking off at 8 a. m . and flying and Bangor, which began in 1824. from the picture
thousands of passengers between almost steadily for more than nine
will become only a memory It the
The Inroad of Steam
Rockland and Boston under his man hours, durln;; which 1.000 miles was Maine Public Utilities Commission
New Law Too Costly
In their place was a vast fleet of
agement and never a life has been covered. Capt. William H. Wlncapaw
takes favorable action on the petition
And
along the Maine coastline
lost or any serious damage done to and his ass.tan ts, passed over 64
of Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc. to coasting schooners which, in turn.1
ghosts
are
stirring—wraiths of sturdy
either the sh-p or its passengers.
coastal watchtowere. leaving at each discontinue the service.
gave way to the march of steam, un
Cap! Rawley began service with the a gift.
For several years there have been til a Maine "fore-'n'-after" is dlf- old steamships and sturdy old men
Boston and Bangor Steamship Cctn- ’ Seated at the side of the Jolly skip
unmistakable signs that the end was flcult to find these days, ln turn who sailed them ln days before sci
pony ln the latter part of 1893 as d^rk per was h!« tall son. William, Jr.,
approaching.
Last summer only steam-propelled shipping, began to ence had done so much to aid the
boy on 8teamer Penobscot which was who at times relieved his dad at the
curtailed service, comprising three feel the pinch of competition sup- mariner; when kerosene lamps were
at that time commanded by the late eo..irol of the 14-pa.wnger motcCapt Otla Ingraham of this city. In p'.ane
the spring of 1894 when the new
At the Whaleback station. Just be
8teamrr City of Bangor waa added to yond Hampton Beach, the bundle
the line, the Penobscot's crew was landed In the whltecaps pounding the
changed to the new ship. It was not rocky ledge supporting the lighthouse
long after this that Oapt Ingraham anil the keeper's tiny home Winca
realized that he was a natural bom paw put about, ready to try again but
steamboat man and he was taken Into one of the station's crew set out in
the pilot house as Quartermaster and a dory and captured the present.
A
later became second pilot and chief
A
Mason made up for his lapse how
officer and captain.
ever. by dropping his next shot on
Capt Rawley served as pilot on the roof of the keeper's house, and
Steamers City of Bangor. City ot still another one through the open
Rockland. Penobscot Bay State. Cam- • door of a small shed.
den and Belfast under Capt. Marcus
• • a •
Pierce. Howard Arey, William Roix. j
The first Christmas ' bomb" was
Ezra Curtis and Frank Brown, and aimed at Spectacle Island. Before the
always made good In any position he plane settled down before Its East
held.
*
Boston hangar, lt had traveled as far
There are, however, a great many
Dec. 10. 1913. after Capt Ezra Cur-; north and east as East Quoddy. Me.,
S.S. Belfast, 1935
Intelligent and consclenUous people tis of tbe Belfast was placed on the ■
and
Machias
Seal
Island
Light,
in
who have usually voted the Demo- pension list. Capt. Rawley became her
tbe middle of the Bay of Pundy. in trips a week was olfered. Now the plied by the motor vehicle: As pas the only lights, when there was no
cratic ticket to whom the party mean; nia.ster and has held this position con
New Brunswick Province
senger cars and trucks Increased, radio nor submarine signals nor any
blow has fallen
something They subscribed to the ttnuously until the present lime with
Distance did not deter the doughty
Despite the assurance that at the roads became better and not only the of the present-day helps to seafarers.
political philosophy of Thomas Jefferexception of the years of 1918 and
And to the everlasting glory of
“skipper " Machias Seal Island ls 35 hearing on tig" petition there will vast army of Vacationists but a large
son and to Its application to National 1919 when the Belfast was on the Bosmiles from the Maine Coast halfway be marked objection by Individuals part of the freight that formerly was men and ships be lt recorded that
Problems by Orover Cleveland and ton-New York run. During this time
Woodrow Wilson They are Demowa4 ma,,„ of the c;ty of Bangor between Maine and the coast of Nova and organizations, there appears to water-borne moved over the high never In the history of the BostonBangor service has one of the vessels
Scotia, and the lighthouse ls operated be no reason why the commission ways.
crals from conviction They believe whlch covered the Bangor line those
figured in a catastrophe.
by
Canadians.
And
directly
after
The
result
was
Inevitable.
Last
will
not
acquiesce
And
if
official
ln the sound doctrines of the 1932 years
f
Because of this, it is ironical that
dropping
the
present
there
.
Capt.
summer
there
was
good
patronage
of
consent
Is
given.
Dec.
31
will
mark
platform and rejoiced when the can
Capt Rawley has always been a
Wlncapaw veered off In another di the end of Maine's coastline steam the Bangor line during the three a marine disaster was the final straw
didate for President accepted It “one hard working, faithful master, whose
vacation months but the financial that forced officials of the line to de
hundred per cent." They listened to motto was “safety first' but who never rection to bring Christmas cheer to ship service.
Once more the march of progress loss has been steadily growing and cide to give up. Following the burn
his speeches during the summer and laid over when the trip could be made Mount Desert Rock Island. At this
ing of the Morro Castle off the New
blinking sentinel, two families reside, has taken Its toll* At one time the now the end ls ln sight.
fall of 1932 and believed that the with safety.
and a teacher ls employed to educat» Pine Tree State was pre-eminent in
A few years ago the Eastern
policies which were outlined by him
(Continued on Page Eight)
the six children living there.
shipping. Prom scores of harbors, Steamship system operated boats
PARENT AND VILLA
were to be followed by his admini
So clear was the weather today,
stration.
HENRY MILLAY
Those voters can only remain Dem Will Appear In Main Boot Friday that as the plane roared along
THE WINTER STYLES
SANFORD B. COMERY
ocrats in 1936 by changing the views Night—“Gold Cwaat" Really Coming Maine's coast. Mount Washington, ln
New Hampshire, more than 75 miles
ot a lifetime, by denying the truth of
White, the Prevailing Color, Principal of Belmont (Mass.) Father Of Famous Poet, Edna
Two smart boxers, who weigh 122 distant, fcas easily discernible by the
all they have heretofore believed and
St. Vincent Millay, Dies
But "Gleaming Touches"
High School Dead—Native
talked and written. They know that Pounds apiece will meet in the ring at Wlncapaws. his aides and their three
In Bangor
their party has been betrayed; Its the Rockland Athletic Club Friday passengers.
Are In Evidence
1
Of Thomaston
Word of Wincapaw's coming
Ideals ridiculed; its policies reversed night. One is Fancho Villa. Jr., who
Henry Tolman Millay, father of
Sanford Burton Comery, principal
Sparkle and glamour will be the
They know that the present adxnini- jia, a]rwujy shown his ware# ln the spread quickly, and no sooner was the
Edna
St. Vincent Millay was burled
drone/of
his
plane's
single
engine
stratdon is no more Democratic than
leading style notes of the winter eve of the Belmont. Mass. High School
local arena; the ether is Al Parer* of heard, then the inhabitants of each
Wednesday
from undertaking parlors.
that of John Tyler was Whig or that
ning mode. Judging by the brilliance died at his home in Belmont, Dec.
Augusta. .Those are names to con mainland station or tiny Island
of Andrew Johnson, Republican.
Carrying the wishes of the deceased
of the materials worn at the opening 20, of pneumonia.
jure with.
gathered in front of their building to
• • • •
He was bom in Thomaston. Aug. 1. there were no religious services. Mr.
The semi final offers Ponzi Coch- watch him swoop to within 50 feet of the Metropolitan Opera season in
They are not ready to accept Tug- ran (hf ,cc#, bQy who hopcs
cUmb
Millay, who lived quietly in hts home
their rooftop to abet Mason's aim, New York. Olistening black velvets 1891. son of Harvey 8., and Dora
well, Wallace. Wtes. Cohen. Corcoron (he pujlllsUc
at
Kingman entered a Bangor hospi
and then disappear Into the distance. of the type interwoven with Cello Burton Comery. He graduated from
an and Frankfurter U leaders. They der by dffeating
Gurnier
tal
Thursday last and died Friday
Their
shouts
of
thanks
went
unheard,
phane silt cellulose film shared hon Thomaston High School ln 1909 and
are not satisfied to turn the party over OnCf
Gurn„ was ad
but their gestures were sufficient
from
heart disease, aggravated by
to Farley and his associates. They vertUfd ,Q figh,
he faikd
ors on this occasion with fabrics of from Bowdoin College ln 1913.
acknowledgement.
asthma,
from which he has suffered
are not blood brothers of Upton Sin
After receiving his degree from
glinting metal weave. Metallic laces,
keep his date, but he eays he ls com
James S Haskins, Associated Press
clair, Governor Olsen of Minnesota,
for
some
time. Only his close associ
ing this time for the express purpose staff writer, thus tells the story of the fancy taffetas, brocaded satins, and Bowdoin. he taught for three years
Senator LaFollette. Hiram Johnson or cf putting the kibosh on Ccchran.
ates
knew
that he was the father of
flight which Cap*. Wlncapaw mad? shining gold and sliver materials fur ln the Newport. N. H. High School.
Senator Norris. They are Democrats
the famous writer.
The prelims will introduce six lads Tuesday:
ther exemplified the present trend to In 1916 he went to Belmont as as
and they have discovered, all too late,
Mr. Millay was born in iMalne 72
the fans want to see—Blondy John
• • • •
sistant principal and head of the years ago. For 14 years he has served
that President Roosevelt pays but
ward
dramatic effects.
son vs. Kid Pantz: Mike Sutela vs
Wildly excited children, ccatless
White, which was the prevailing Department of Science. In October , as first selectman of the town of
tardy lip service to the party creed.
Red McDonald; and John L. Dudley wemen and grizzled veterans of the
color, was generally enhanced by 1921 he was appointed principal of Kingman and was among those in
It is as reasonable to expect them
vs. Fred Yeung. Young is a Camden sea ran out-3f-doors ln near zero
gleaming touches. Most of the new
to endorse the New Deal as it would
boy. who says he ls going to show Kid weather to wave a welcome to Captain
this school, and a proof of his ability fluential ln having the town surren
i colors noticed had a vivid tone—.such
be to expect Christians to become
der Its charter and revert to a plan
Favreau the proper way to handle William H Wlncapaw robu t veteran
j as a rich shade of pink and an inter- was his reappointment as principal
Mohammedans and agree to substitute Dudley.
,
of Boston pilots, as he swooped his ! esting American Beauty shade. In for 14 years ln a fast growing school, tation following the disastrous fire
the Koran for the Bible at the behest
of a few years ago.
big red. birdlike cabin plane, dropped velvets, deep purple, petuna and sap that has held to a high standard.
of those temporarily In authority over
He is survived by three daughters.
clal Privileges to none.* It abhorred a Yuletide bundle, and then roared
He
had
the
gift
of
friendship.
phire blue were favorite colors.
the churches of which they are mem-,
Edna
St. Vincent Millay (Mrs.
t the exercise of arbitrary authority northward again.
Hair decorations, though restrained, Wherever'lie went he, In a modest,
bers.
and believed in a government of laws.
On his seventh annual mid-winter were characterized by the same sparkle unassuming manner, turned ac Eugene Boesslvaln) of Austerlitz, N.
The Democratic party has not al
not men.
•
gc;d will trek, the flying Santa Claus which was so noticeable in dress ma quaintances Into friends. Seldom Y., Mrs. Charles Ellis of New York
ways been true to its Ideals. It sur
City and Mrs. Howard Irving Young
AU of these things combined, con had a helper. It was his 17-year-:ld
terials. These hair ornaments were has a man received such a tribute as
rendered to the slave oligarchy In the
of Paris and Hollywood. Calif.
stituted Democracy—up to 1933 The sen, William H. Wlncapaw. Jr., Win
by no means confined to metals and was given him on Sunday, before and
decade preceding the Civil War and
Interment was at Mt. Hope Cem
New Deal party adheres to none of throp High School senior and young
during
the
funeral
services.
More
Jewels. An unusual tiara which at
wrecked on the rock of slavery, lost
etery ln Bangor.
them. It has retained the Party est licensed pilot in Massachusetts.
than
1000
passed
his
bier,
not
In
a
tracted
attention
was
one
suggesting
the confidence of the country and re
name only to be false to all lt has do
Captain Wlncapaw. flying the big the Renaisaaince influence. It ap perfunctory manner, but In tearful
mained out of power for a quarter of
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
nated and connoted ln the past Given 14-passenger plane, delivered 23
peared to be made of metallized slit silence.
a century. Under Cleveland it be
four more years of power it wiU de bundles at isolated lighthouses and
Mr. Comery was a past president of
cellulose film and gave the effect of a
came dominant again but ln 1896 Its
Knox Pomona Grange will meet
stroy Democracy; destroy the Ameri coast guard stations. The younger of
the Quindiped Club of High School
■fatal alliance with Populism kept lt
. gold halo.
with Evening Star Grange. Washing
can form of government and build | the flying Wlncapaws. piloting a
Evening bags which accompanied principals, a club limited In member
a minority party for 16 years, until
on the ruins of the past a strahge and smaller six place cabin ship, visited the costumes supplied an individual ship. He was recently elected per ton, Jan 4. with this program: Ad
Wilson guided it to victory ln 1912.
dress of welcome. John Sarroll; re
new structure, more resembling five cut lying lighthouses.
note. They were seen in velvet to manent secretary-treasurer of the
Fascism than anything else.
Only at Bconc's Island lighthouse, match the wrap, in metallic brocades, Middlesex Athletic League, and was sponse. J. O Jameson; two songs, to
Eight years ago, a combination of
be chosen by Inez Cunningham;
There ls only one practical course' perched on a small rocky ledge, Just in gold kid and in Jeweled styles.
a past chairman of the Court of
foes without and traitors within, de for Democrats—real—Democrats—to
speaker, to be announced; song. Ma
above the crashing seas. 18 miles off
Honor
of
the
Sachem
Council
feated lt and for 12 years it wandered pursue. President Roosevelt will be
rion Mitchell; question—''How shall
York, Me did Captain Wlncapaw and most of Christmas Day to visit 15 or I of Boy Scouts.
He was also
ln the wilderness to return to a posi renominated. His whole motley crew
his chief “bomber," Oeorge Mason, 16 lighthouses In the immediate serving on a Committee of the Na we make our farms yield a greater net
tion of authority three years ago. Up from Wallace to Parley will be en
l Income?"; musjeal number Fred Lud
Massachusetts governor of the Na vicinity of Rockland, where he op tional Association of Secondary
to that time, in spite of the accept dorsed. An Independent Democratic
wig and son; monologue. Erville
tional Aeronautics Association, err ln erated a small airline.
School Principals, to investigate "The
ance by its leaders of false doctrine, movement would be a futile gesture.
Bartlett;
violin solo. Martha Hay
their aim. At this lonely rutpost
He originated the unusual series as New Education. "
In spite of errors so gross as to almost The Republican party Is the only
ward; recitation, Ada Lucas.
Captain Wincapaw wanted to deliver a personal token of appreciation to
A man of deep feeling, he Inspired
■be justly described as crimes, there agency by means of which lt ls pos
three packages containing cigarets, the men who checked his flights on his teachers and associates. Many a
were certain principles which it re sible to defeat the New Deal.
gum. coffee, magazines and newspa every occasion on wh’ich he was called graduate of Belmont High School YOUR FAVORITE POEM
mained true. It never wavered in its
It is a good deal to ask of Demo pers.
to make “mercy" flights off the coast. realizes now how much he Inspired
opposition to the undue centraliza crats. that they vote with the Repub- J
A women and two men stood shiv
If I had my life to live again I w<
Tuesday the flight from Boston to them. His death is a tremendous loss
tion of governmental authority at llcan party next year, but there ls
have made a rule to read some po
■Washington. It was steadfast in its nothing else that they can do if they ering in the cold on the rocks as Cap Rockland, and return , despite the to Belmont and to his school, and and listen to some musk at least <
: a week. The loss of these tastes I
support of local self government. The place the ultimate good, not only of: tain Wincapaw eaicd the plane down circuitous route for delivering the his place can never be filled.
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
ward.
Mr.
Comery
was
a
member
of
the
Yuletide
bundles,
took
less
than
four
10th Amendment was one of its the country, but also their party, j
COUBAGI
"Let her go!" the pilot shouted as hours. He delivered bundles to light Board of Trustees of the Plymouth
Articles of Palth. It stood for the J above
the
possible
temporary
! Courage Is but a word, but a word,
the
ship
hovered
50
feet
above
the
Congregational
Church
In
Belmont,
house
keepers
and
Coastguardsmcn
at
preservation of the Integrity and pleasure of claiming a victory over
yet of words.
small dot of rock in the ocean.
The only sentinel of permanenceevery outpost from Boston to Boone’s a member of Belmont Lodge of
sovereignty of the states.
their traditional opponents. It is a
) The ruddy watch-fire of cold Wll
Mason tossed the three bundles out Island.
Masons and of Knox Lodge LOOT,
days.
It opposed at every turn the en^ose to swallow, but desperate
| We steal its comfort, lift our wi
of
a
window
—
two
landed
squarely
on
In
flight
over
Friendship.
Winca

of Rockland.
croachment of the executive branch diseases require drastic treatment,
swords.
And on—for Faith—without It—hai
He Is survived by his widow. Lil
ol government on the field reserved _^judge Wiinam R. Pattangall in the the recks, but the third, a lighter paw nosed his plane down ever the
sense;
bundle of newspapers, was caught by house of his uncle. E. A. Wincapaw, lian C., one son Franklin B. and his j And love to wind of doubt and tre
for the legislative branch. It insistJournal
I
sways;
the wind and hurled into the sea. and dropped a package of pictures. mother, Mrs. Dora B. Comery.
ed that the expenditure of public
And life forever quaking marsh n
The
captain
circled
again
and
this
tread.
The
package
landed
squarely
on
the
money and the taxes levied to procure
THE LAST SURVIVOR
time It was a bull's eye.
GOOD TO BOWDOIN
roof.
lt should remain in the hands of the
Laws give lt not; before It prayer
blueh:
The younger Wincapaw reported
Frederick W. Morse, last surviving
House of Representatives.
Hope has It not: nor pride of bi
four
hits
out
of
five.
Bowdoin College has benefited to
Twelve-thousand land-owners agreed
true;
It advocated always that govern Civil War veteran In Thomaston, diet!
mysterious soul which n
The Impfessiveness of the 1935 to co-operate with the soil conserva the extent of more than $700,000 from 'Tis the
ment should be conducted economl- suddenly Christmas morning, aged 86
yields.
But
hales
us on to breaat the rush
cally and should neither compete with ] years. The funeral services will be Christmas voyage was a sharp con tion service in the year ending June the estate of the late Charles P Kling,
Of all the fortunes we shall har
through;
private business nor Interfere with I held at the Methodist Church Sunday trast to the maiden flight in 1929 in 30. 1935. These demonstration areas lt was announced by the college fol
And when Dmth calls across
its legitimate activities. Its life long, afternoon at 2 o'clock. Obituary men- which Captain Wincapaw, flying a include 1.600,000 acres, signed up for lowing the receipt of an additional .
shadows fields—
Dying lt answers Here—I am not de
five
years.
block
of
securities
valued
at
550,000.
small
open-cockpit
seaplane,
took
siogan was "Equal rights to alL Spe- tion deferred.
present conditions and reconcile that
course of conduct with the theories of
government which they have heretofore professed would be amusing If it
were not pathetic.
The situation presents no problem
to the bread and butter brigade, that
substantial body of men and women
who are Democrats for revenue only
and who will march gaily along under
the Parley banner as long as that
great Idealist can furnish them an op
portunity to feed at the public crib
and who will cesert the colors at the
first sign of impending defeat as they
did in 1920 and 1924. ready to return
again in the hour of victory.
Nor does lt disturb that other large
group of citizens who are Democrats
by Inheritance or personal environ
ment. who never knew anything of
their party's history, tradition, poli
cies or principles, or cared anything
about candidates or platforms, but
blindly placed a cross wherever they
saw the word “Democrat' on the
ticket, and Imagined that they actual
ly had voted. They will remain true
to the organization until death, provldedzhat lt does not change ita name.
• • • •

boat service U concerned
n yeari the B<lfaat

—John Oalswortl
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CAMDEN

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WARREN

The sermon topic Sunday morning
Warren Prince of Boston was
. weekend guest of his parents. Mr at the Congregational Church will
and Mrs. Edward Prince, Alden be, "God and History." In the evening
Rev. H. I. Holt will speak on, "The
' street.
Psalm of the Triumphant Messiah."
Avanus
P
Knight,
died
Tuesday
ON NEW YEARS DAY
at his home ln Lincolnville. He was The Brotherhood which met at the
tlie son of Rufus and Delaney chapel last Thursday enjoyed a sing
Regulation Of Billboards and
j (Robinson! Knight.
The funeral following the supper, the choir and
Sale Of Cosmetics Be
will be held from the residence Fri- church organist' Mrs. Carrie Smith,
comes Effective
i day at ,10 o'clock with burial at having arrived for rehearsal. Rev. H.
I. Holt spoke on "The Origin of
! Lincolnville.
Regulation of billboards and the
Miss Helen Hughes, a student at Christmas."
sale cf cosmetics in Maine will be-,
Rev Howard A. Welch will have
the Academy of the Assumption at
cc.ne a fart on New Years Day. when ’
Wellesley Hill, Mass . Is holiday gues* for topic Sunday morning "The
the two jtLs for this purpose enacted
of her parents. Mr and Mrs. John Sams Yesterday. To-day and For
by th; Legislature of 1935 become a
ever" Church school will be at noon,
T. Hughes.
law Jan 1. was the date fixed in the |
William Hobbs, son of Mr and Mrs and Christian Endeavor at 6. Follow
laws when thev should become opera- |
: J Crosby Hobbs who is a student al ing the opening song service al 7. Mr.
tive. Efforts have been in progress
' the Bentley 8chool of Accounting in Welch will deliver a sermon entitled,
for several sessions of the Legislature
! Boston, is home for the Christina “Finally."
to recur; the passage of these laws,
• • . •
recess.
bu: it was not until last winter that I
Mary
F. Berry
The C.CK Club will be entertained
It was passible.
at Green Oables next Thursday, by
Mary F. wife of C Frank Berry died
The billboard law requires that all
Mrs. John T. Hughes
Friday evening after a brief illness of
persons or firms engaged in the busi
Public whist party at Megunticook pneumonia, having been confined to
ness of cut of door advertising, mean
Grange hall Saturday evening Jier bed but a few days previous to
ing the erection and displaying of
Prizes and refreshments
her death. 8h? had been troubled
bills on boards, signs and similar de
Arey-Heal Post. A. L. meets this since a girl with asthma, and was un
vices must pay a fee of $25 a year to
[ evening.
able to withstand the ravages of the
the State. These licenses are issued
Addle E. widow of James Newton, combined aliments.
by the State Highway commission,
died at Community Hospital. Tues
Fur.eral services were held Sunday
which has charge of the enforcement
day. following a long Illness. She at the home. Rev. H. I Holt officiat
of the new law
was bom at Harrison. July 20. 1848 ing. Bearers were her neighbors Sid
China call* Warner Oland to hi* newest and most perilous adventure. in
The law does not apply to the dis
She leaves two sons. Frank Newton ney Wyllie. Charles Pease. Clement
“
Charlie
Chan
in
Shanghai."
but
he'.
not
alone
this
time.
Keye
Lake,
noted
playing of out of door advertising ,
of Camden and Harold Newton of T. Moody, and Claude Averill.
within the built up areas of cities and J Chinese actor, shares Oland's au venture* a* Chan's ton and able assistant.—ad.
New York city; one brother. E D
Mrs. Berry was born Dec. 2, 1876
towns, which is regulated by the '
□ray of Harrison and six grand ln Appleton, the youngest daughter
TENANTS
HARBOR
LEAGUE
LEADERS
municipality.
children. She was a member of the of Rorelpha and Oeorge C. Dunton
Under the provisions of the new
Mrs Edgar Brown of Rockport was Monument Square Methodist church. She attended schools tn Appleton and
law a permit must be had to erect Freeman, Bennett and Dot
The funeral will be held from the also went to Castine Normal, after
recent guest of her mother
each individual sign. Before such
Ware Are Star Camden
A Christmas tree was in evidence Good funeral home Friday at 10 which she taught
schools ln
permit will be issued the commission
o'clock. Rev. Weston P. Holman of Hope. Appleton. Warren, Scarrmont.
at the church Monday evening
Bowlers
must be provided with full informa
Miss Ruth Clark is home from ficiating Interment will be in tlie and Criehaven. As a girl she studied
tion as to place, size distance from
Portland to spend the holidays w.th family lot in Mountain cemetery
the violin with Professors Crockett of
Freeman
is
the
high
line
candlethe highway and. if upon land owned
Mrs. Orace Bemis entertains the Rockland and Sanborn of Belfast,
her parents
by one other than the builder of the pin artist in the Camden YMCA
Frank Brcwn Irving Cook. Mr and Friday Club this week at her home on prcvlng S3 adept that from this in
sign, a permit for the establishment Bowling League, having toppled 2118
Mrs Edward Bickmore. and Mr- Harden avenue.
struction she was also able to p lay
of the sign on the property by the pins ln 21 strings, which gives him an
Amelia Taylor were visiting ln Rcck
The Camden Board of Trade will the piano. With her husband, she1
real estate owner. The fee for this 1
average of 100 16. He is a tower of land recentlysponsor the annual "President's Birth had made this town her home for the I
permit is $1 per panel, bulletin or ,
Townspeople are getting very lar&e day Ball" to be held Jan. 30 in the past 18 years, having bought the
strength
in
the
American
Division
sign and is payable in advance. A l
catchgs of smelts
Opera House. The committee in Oeorge Davis place at Corn Hill.
fee is to be collected for each side of The 20 leaders in this division are:
Thcmas MelquUt and family mo charge of arrangements consists of
She was a member of Mystic Re
a sign, panel or bulletin Intended for
Strings FF Ave.
tored to Boston Saturday to be gu:s‘s Oeorge H. Thomas. J. H Hobbs and bekah Lodge. Ivy Chapter OES
use as a sign: there is a fee charged
. 21 2116 10016 of their daughter a <ew days.
Warren Woman's Club. Congrega
A. B. Stevenson
for each panel, bulletin or sign in a
33 3294 99 27
Calderwccd
Miss Bertha Wilson has returned tional Ladles’ Circle, and will be
scries of them. These fees are in lieu
S. C. Williams ___
6 596 99 4
Gr-crxar Schoal Note:
from the Deaconess Hospital In greatly missed by these organizations
cf taxes upon such signs
33 3242 98 8
Bovnton ..........
Boston where she received medical and by all who knew her. Mrs. Berry
Pupils
not
absent
or
tardy
for
the
Provisions of this law does not ap- .
Johnson ....... ....... 18 1744 9616 1 term of 16 weeks: Grade 8—Elia Bald. treatment.
was active in her aviations, and with
ply to signs upon the premises or
....... 12 1154 96 2 (Leonard Chaples, Laura Daniels.
Hobbs
On New Year s Eve there will be a her musical gift, and talent tn ama
within 200 feet of the building
N Magee
39 3710 955 ' John Holgtrson. Betty Imlach. Oladys midnight show at the Comique teur theatricils. her place will b: hard
wherein the articles advertised art*
Stevenson .
36 3421 95 1 Jacobson. Helen Matfon. Rachel Rob Theater, performance to start at to fill. During her residence here
manufactured or sold cr the business
Grover
33 3130 94 28 inson. Margaret, Troup, and Donald 11 JO.
she had formed firm attachments and
or profession advertised is practiced
Arico
.
9 840 93.3 Wood; grade 7—Marion Dowling.
Mrs H. L True died late Wednes will be remembered long for herj
cr carried on, nor upon signs adver
L. Dailey ................ 6 561 933 Lempi Hill. Bartlett Johnson Henry day afternoon at her home on Collins pleasant, kindly smile, energetic man
tising the property for sale. There is j
F Magee
39 3620 92 32 MelquUt. Frances Mills. Marion street. Obituary' deferred
ner. and thoughtfulness. She was
this proviso to this exemption. There
Mavnard
36 3335 92 23 Seavey. Virginia Kinney, and Joseph
•tenderly
cared for during her last ill
Eugene
Davis
a
student
at
the
Peru.
must not be mere than two signs and
Gross ..............
. 36 3314 92 2 Robinson Jr. Absent but one day: State College at Philadelphia. D ness by her daughter Miss Evelyn
they must not be mcr$ than 100
30 2751 9121 Ernest Markle. Htlding Seasttom. Al guest of his parents. Mr and Mrs Berry, and sister-in-law. Mrs, John
Jce Talbot .......
square feet in area. each.
Milliken
33 3022 91 19 fred Kinney, and Preston Wiley. Arthur Davis.
Levansaler cf Scarsmont.
No such sign is permitted to be
Merchant
30
2745
91
15
Doris
Procfor
was
absent
only
oneShe leaves besides her husband and
Miss
Edna
Hodson
of
Margate.
N
erected within 300 feet of the inter- j
Williams .
33
91.15 half day. The school is proud of this J., is visiting relatives in town.
daughter one son. Roland Berry of
section or junction of a highway with
Wellman
30
2 9112 fine attendaiMoe out of a registration
Warren-: three grandchildren; and
another highway or with a railroad or
Burnli
0 9020 cf 35.
33
several
nleees and nephews
street railway track at a point where ;
APPLETON RIDGE
Pupils who received no mark below
Among those from cut of town who
It will obstruct the view either of the . Bennett has a comfortable lead ln
The prayer and praise sertvtce met attended the funeral services were
2 ia rank of £0> for the term were:
operator cf an automobile, a train or J the National Division with an average
with Miss Adna Pitman last Thursday Mrs. Benjamin Ness, and daughter
Grade
8
—
John
Hoigerson.
Helen
Mata street car. They may not be erected of 93 13. The first 20:
son. Arleen Cooibcoth, MaJgaret evening with 14 present
Mrs. Madeline Butler. Mrs Albert
within 300 feet of a public park. I
Strings PF Ave
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Moody and F.tman. Mrs. Annie Ripley. Mrs
Troup, Rachel Robinson; grade 7—
reservation, public forest, public play- I
Bennett
........ 18 1687 93 13 Henry Melqulst. Bartlett Johnson Mrs Ethel Moody were Waterville Carrie Cummings, and Mrs. Blanch
ground, school, church or cemetery
Wheeler
21 1894 90 4 and Maricn Dowling.
visitors Wednesday.
ard cf Appleton; E. R Keene. Mr and
nor within 50 feet of the traveled way ,
Mrs. Albert Moody. Mrs Ler<& Mrs Chauncey Keene, Mrs. Louie
Richardson
.... 27 2398 8322
A Christmas program was enjoyed
cf any road, nor at any point where j
A. F. Sherman ____ 27 2390 98 14 Friday by several friends and the Mccdy and ssn Laurence were in Au Drewett of Roekland. and William
ln the judgment of the commission '
Lecnard ..........
15 1333 88 13 school. followed by a Christmas tree. gusta last Thursday on a visit
Berry' of Providence.
they would be detrimental to the
Giguere ...........
6 532 88 4
Thai Mrs. Berry was held ln high
property or to the best interests of ■
Nash ................ ....... 27 2322 86
esteem by all who knew her was
the public
R Be lye a .........
30 2555 85 5
plainly indicated by the many lovely
Violation of the provisions of this
9 766 85 1
Dwlnal ............
| flcral pieces, among which were two
law are punishable by a fine of from
C. Dailey..........
Highest Honor in College Athletics, a Tiny Gold Football,
9 760 84 4
fr:m Haddonfield, N. J., one frem
$10 to $100 for each sign placed in
Goes to 11 Men Chosen for Historic All-America Team
H. Dearborn ... .......
9 760 84 4
the faculty of the Bancroft School cf
violation.
C. Wadsworth ...... 30 2523 84 3
which Mtss Evelyn Berry was a mem Regulating the Cosmetics
3 254 84.2
Lctalien ........... .......
ber. the other from friends at the
Under the cosmetic law no such j Martz ....
....... 12 1010 84 2
school; Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge
preparation can be offered for sale j Pelletier
24 2007 83 .15
■ of Applt '.on cf which deceased was a
in a business establishment of Maine, j B!o:d .
24 1997 83 5
member until she transferred to the
ncr used ln a beauty parlor or similar C. Wadsworth
9 749 83.2
: lccal l:dge; Mystic Rebekah Lodge of
establishment until it has been reg- | Foster
........
3 250 83 1
Warren; Ivy Chanter. O.ES.; War
istered with the State Department of j L. Dailev
....... 30 2478 82 18
ren Congregational Church; Baptist
Health and a certtfigate of registra R. McC.bb
24 1985 82 17
Chcrus; Mrs. Emma Palmer of Bos
tion so issued. The fee for such reg- ! In the Woman's Division Dot Ware
ton. a niece, and her daughter Ruth;
istraticn is 50 cents per preparation i has been setting a pretty fast pac?
also many from friends in this com
Penalty for violation is a fine of no: J with an average of 76.12, but none too
munity ar.d relatives in Rockland.
BERWANGER, Chicago.
SMITH, Ohio State.
more than $100..
sure of first place while Pearl Nash is
• • • •
Under the provisions of this law the } batting fcr 745. The first 30
SMITH, Alabama.
i
William F. Thomar
department of health has authority
Strings P.F. i
ts register and issue certificates to
Tlie community was saddened by
preparations which in its judgment Dot Ware .................. 13 1000
the death Tuesday morning of Wil
contains substances which would be Pearl Nash ............... 14 1041
liam F. Thcmas. 70. who died cf
injurious to the user. The depart Neda Foster . ............. 6 440
engina pectoris. Although he had
17 1216
ment may, homever issue a temporary- Olive Weaver .......
been able to be about, he had been
certificate to be in force, while ex Lucy Dickens............ 12 858
allr.g fcr several years. In 1932 111
8 563
aminations of a preparation are be Martina Elsmore
health compelled him to resign as
ing made to determine whether they Kay Rollins .............. 14 959
loom fixer In the Georges River
come under the provisions of the law. Mildred Robinson .... 11 754
Woolen Mills which position he Jtad
Manufacturers cf any preparation Dot Wentworth ...... 13 885
held fcr 30 years. He had been an
LESTER,
Tex.
Christian.
refused a certificate have tfie right Elizabeth Talbot ..... 17 1116
employee there for about 50 years,
of appeal to the Superior Court of Marie Dyer .............. 12 787
having worked at one time in the pat
Bunny Wadsworth .
2 130
any ccunty in the State.
tern room. He was popular among
Dora Packard .......... 17 1101
his co-workers and always had a
Lillian Gray ............ 13 842
“TURN TO PAGE 1936"
cheery word cr greeting for everyone.
Margaret Mitchell
K 774
Funeral services were held Thurs
Despite the fact that many of his
Edna Dearborn
11 699
day at the home. Rev. H. I. Holt offlletters carry only a slogan as an ad
Mae McKinnon
11 699
I Gating.
Burial was at Fairview
dress. Blin W. Page cf Skowhegan is
Margaret Crockett .. 12 749
j cemetery.
receiving his daily mail without delay.
Winnie Talbot ........ 8 499
Mr. Thomas was born Feb. 7, 186-3
Page. c»c of the announced candi
Lucy Stevenson ...... 14 857
in Rockland, the only son of Frankdates lor the Republican nomination
j lin and Clarissa (Andrews) Thomas,
MOSCRIP,
fcr Governor in the June primaries, is
Stanford.
F.ne Oranulated sugar. 10 pounds
His early years were spent in Lin
receiving many Christmas greetings
colnville, and Belmont, where he was
and letters with the only address be 51c; 25 lbs. $1.39; 100 lbs. 85.33.
brought up bv the Gicer family, his
155-It
ing "Turn to Page 1936." He adopted Stcvcr's. Rockland—adv.
mother having died when he v®s
this as a slogan shortly after an
three years old. He went to work at
nouncing his candidacy "
an early age and was cne Time driver
of a grain team at Clark Island, later
VINALHAVEN At ROCKLAND 8'1'B'T Co.
WILSON, So. Methodiat.
TIN8LEY, La. State.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
of a milk wagon between Medfield.
Stonington. Isie an Haut, Swan'i
Nine colleges are listed in the selection of players for the final and
Mass, and Boston. He came to this
Island and Frenchboro
greatest of all the All-America football teams. Southern colleges get
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
town before he was 20
five of the eleven places in the choice made by the Collier's judges
Winter Service 1935-1938
He had been a member for 40 years
Dali; Except Sunday
for the team which is a perpetuation of Walter Camp’s original and
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
of the Georges River Lodge K. of P
official All-America. They get as their certificate one of the tiny gold
Eastern Standard Time
! in which he was past chancellor, and
footballs which Walter Camp, father of modern footbalft designed
Read Down
I
A M
fifty years ago. One of the most unusual features of the Collier’s selec
also had joined Crescent Temple P.S.
6
00
Ar.
Lv. Swan's Island.
tion is that it contains three men of the same name—the three Smiths.
Ar. 4 40
He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth
Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3.30
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Lv. North Haven,
Nothing like this has happened since Walter Camp first started his
(Hinckley) Thomas; one daughter
Ar. 2.45
IIS Lv. Vinalhaven,
124tf
selections in the days when college football was Just an infant.
Lv. 1 30
Ar. Rockland.
I Mi s William Gregory of Pnckland
His power and his wrath is against 11
all them that forsake him—Ezra 8:22

WIN WALTER CAMP TROPHY

USED
CARS

Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE

120 tf

. SEMI-ANNUAL

I

Clearance Sale
BY—

Burpee & Lamb
ANDYOUNGIeN’S’SUITS

MEN?

This is a time when you should take advantage of this chance to save. We have
a wide variety ar.d sizes for everyone. Size 36 to 46. Models: Young Men’s,
plain back and pleated backs, double breasted, and men’s conservative.
$27.50 and $28.50 SUITS

$30.00 SUITS

Every suit has two pairs of Trousers.

24.50

Alterations are Free

A

OVERCOATS
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF OVERCOATS AT REDUCED PRICES
Cold weather is due us, and you will need one later. Don’t miss this chance to save
•
a few dollars, and come in early!

18.50;

$22.50 COATS

19.50

$25.00 COATS

HATHAWAY SHIRTS
Though you may have received Shirts for Chrstmas, here is your chance. The
greatest reduction ever made on HATHAWAYS. Fancy patterns and plain col
ored Broadcloths. Collar attached or with neckband, collars to match.

Sizes 14 to 19
ALL $1.95 VALUE.

1.35 each

SALE PRICE—

Highlands; cne son. Herbert K
Thomas of Warren; and cne graad•:n. Carltcn Gregory of Rockland
Highlands.
F.ne Oranulated sugar. 10 pound.
51c; 25 lbs. $139; 100 lbs. $5 33
Stover's. Rcckland.—adv.
155-lt

js's'ce's's'e'ce«*<g(5<s«<«««<«««><><'«'«
y

Vesper A. Leach’s

|SPECIALTY
y 366 MAIN STREET,

THOMASTON
Mus Blapche Henry who is teach
ing at Littleton. N. H . is spending the
holidays with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. A J. Henry. Miss June Henry
returns today to Needham. Mass,
after passing Christmas at the Henry
home.
The next meeting of the Crmmunity Brotherhood will be Tuesday eve
ning with supper at 6.30. Mrs. F. L.
8 Morse who traveled extensively
with the American Expeditionary
Forces ln Siberia, will give an account
of her experiences in that field.

s

STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

g

y
s
I AFTER CHRISTMAS THREE DAY *
|

SALE

£

y

DECEMBER 26, 27, 28

2

y WOMEN’S AND MISSES’ FUR AND SELF «
g
TRIMMED COATS
£

A

5/ COATS, $59.50 value; now...................................... $42.50

g
g

COATS.

37.50 value; now......................................

32.50£

COATS.

26.50 value; now......................................

22.50g

A short history of the Farm Credit
COATS. 21.50 value; now...............................
18.50
Administration and the Principles
12.75£
upon which it expects to base its fu & COATS. 16.75 value; now......................................
ture operations, as outlined in a re
COATS, 14.50 value; now...............................
10.75
dent talk by W. I. Myers, governor of
COATS, 10.50 value; now...............................
7.50
the FCA, ts available from the Farm
Credit Administration. The title is
Jjf In the assortment are many Sample Coats that can“Permanent Sources of Co-cperative
Credit for Agriculture."
not be duplicated

5

SF

g
y

F;ne Oranulated sugar, 10 pounds
Me; 25 lbs'. $139; 100 lbs. $533
Stover's. Rcckland—adv.
155-lt

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY
Put in your kitchen one of the new

GLENWOOD
RANGES

FIREPROOF
BALLADS
Motorists find new enjoyments
Every year increasing.
Radios and other things
Result in trips more pleasing.
Your husband likes a heated car with

The best range that can be made.
Trade In Your Old Range
Priced from

$59

up

Cheer and warmth abounding.
Have a heater well installed
Results are most astounding.
Isn't it a good idea to
Sell things folks are using?
Try us for accessories,
Make shopping less confusing.
As the reindeers dash along by your roof
Santa' says "Shop at the FIREPROOF.”

Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish

Burpee Furniture Co.

FIREPROOF GARAGE

ROCKLAND, ME.

llltf
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Every-Other-Day
Oclden Rod Chapter OES meet3
Friday at 7.30 for business only.
Officers need not wear white.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL vs. ALUMNI
IBOYS AND GIRLS)

her home on Mascnlc street after a
long Illness. Private funeral services,
will be held Saturday afternoon at
the home,

“I don't know of anything I wantj ed for a Christmas present more than
I did The Courler-Oazette," writes
1 Mrs. John R. Donlan. who has recent
ly taken up a new address <59 Bacon
street) ln Waltham. Mass Mrs. Don| Ian's holiday greetings are duly ap
preciated.

f

M. E. WOTTON & SON

6

BASKETBALL

Mrs. -Winifred (Lawry) 81mmons;
died Wednesday evening Dec. 25 at I

405 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27
AT HIGH SCHOOL GYM
7.30 P. M.

Admission 35c, 75c
DANCE AFTER GAMES

1

Raymond E. Thurston has
pointed chairman of the
dance committee, C. Earle
having resigned because of
Freemont J. Cotton, mate on a famUy bereavement.

been apMasonic
Ludwlck
a recent

TALK OF THE TOWN

ELMER ALLEN’S CHAT
Recalls

a Certain

Escape

and

Narrow

Steamboat

Days Of Old

P. N. Corset Scoop
These Corsets are NEW They are
NOT Close«Out Numbers

Standard 0.1 Company beat, slipped
A reun,on
Ccmrades oI
_____
The Practical Front garments in this event are, without question, the finest merchandise ever offered to the con
on the Iron stairs yesterday, receiving
A few years ajo. when pigs were J
Way will be held Sunday evening at
sumer at the price, and far exceed any other values we have ever given, with style and quality comparable.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
injuries to his right leg. Taken to;
Dec 27—Methebesec Club meeta with | his home he there was treated by Dr. I 6 30 in the vestry of the Congrega- mere plentiful than they are today.
Mrs Katherine Haynes
tlsnal Church. AU former Comrades Ed and Lew took a contract to
We are offering three of the best selling styles in Practical Front garments. They are a genuine sale value, mak
Dec. 27—"The
Magic
Beanstalk." North and later removed to Kr.ox |
I
who are in Rockland for their Christ
Watts hnll, Thomaston
butcher
several
for
a
Martinsville
ing it possible for you to purchase the $9.00 corsets and comfolettes for $6.00, the $8.00 models for $5.00.
Dec 30—Shakespeare Society meets Hopltal fcr x-rays which revealed! mas vacation, and all other former
with Mrs Ella Buftum
the leg broken six Inches above the
Comrades regardless of age are Invit man. Ed wouldn't listen to sticking
Jan 1—New Years Day,
ankle. Mr Cotton lives at 6 Linden
Jan. 3—Rubinstein Club meets
the pigs until they were dead, to
ed to Join ln this re-unton meeting
Jan 4—Knox Pomona Orange meet*
Model “S'—PRACTICAL FRONT CORSET—a neat gar
\ Lew got his rifle (he Is a crack shot'
with Evening Star Orange. Washington street and has been ln the employ of
ment In liar tro.ade—made for the more slender ligure.
Jan. A—City Schools begin
this company for 10 years.
The
Holiday
Masonic
Assembly
at
Cleverly slenderizing but thoroughly comlorUblc with Its
Jan A—Epiphany or Twelfth DaT
—a 30-30.
Jan 6—Lady Knox Chapter,
AM.
Temr m hall tonight promises to
inner vwt and special elastic top
.
meets with Mrs Beulah Allen
At the meeting of Rockland Lodge be one of the outstanding social ' Ed was to get in the yard and push
Jan 1#-Organ concert at Unlveirail-t „„„„
$8.00
value
.
.
.
$5
00
the
pigs
through
a
narrow
door
one
'
Church. MUs Kitty McLaughlin assist- BPO.E Monday night there was a
events of the season. The commit
ing
at a time. He said to Lew. "You can
Jan 19—Visitation of Rt Rev Benja special table set aside at supper at tee has spared no efforts to make It i
Model "CS"—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for the
men Brewster at St Peters Church.
tell me when I get In with the pigs
which were T. E. McInnis, exalted
Feb 10 Adam Walsh to address Par
an occasion long to be remembered, i
more slender figure—fancy figured batiste with swami-top
for
I'm
wearing
my
red
turban
cap
ruler;
W
W.
Case.
E
E
MacAHlster,
ent-Teacher Association
inner vest and elastic top. Long lovely unbroken lines for
Feb 12—Lincoln's Birthday
I E. W. Pike, past exalted rulers; and Due to special Invitations sent out When you see me raise my head up .
Feb 22—Washington s Birthday
thr wearer of this handsome foundation.
it ls expected there will be a repre
and lower It. shoot!"
John 8 Ranlett. The group was called
sentation from Camden. Warren.
$8.00 value ... $5.00
The red turban bobbed up.
THE WEATHER
to order by Mr. McInnis, who lnUnion. Tenants Harbor, Thomaston
•Bang!"
speke
the
rifle,
and
away
-------| troduoed Mr. Ranlett as toastmaster,
Model “CT—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for thr
Alb Masons and
Oid Prob had relented this morn- an office
always hold* with dis and Rockland.
went the tassel on the turban.
1
fuller figure—another exceptional valur. Flattering all-ining to the extent of a thermometer tinction. Mr. Ranlett ln turn called families are Invited to this Informal
•'Who are you firing at, me cr the
one foundation of beautiful brocade with self material top.
Christmas
party.
showing of 10 above, instead of near upon Judge Pike as speaker lor the
featuring the famous Practical Front inner vest ap-clally
pig?" asked Ed.
designed to give extra abdominal support. Perfect control
zero, but the radio announcers tell occasion which served to present life
"Excuse me." said Lew, "that was
Christmas happiness was felt on a
for troublesome curvet,—elegant foundation for fashion*
us It wUl be colder today, and out of membership cards to three of the
large scale at the Boys' and Girls’ a premature discharge. My foot
newest gowns.
the Mid-West, comes the a tory of lodge's valued members. Mr Case, Club on Tillson avenue Tuesday aft- ] 4l,PPe<1 when I pressed the trigger
*6 00
heavy snowfalls and sub-aero -read Mr. MacAHlster and John H. Mc- emcon. when It observed its annual I When it was all over Lew had shot
$9.00 value
ings. There was a streng suggestion Orath. whose Invalidism presented
five
pigs.
Ed
said
that
was
the
near

Christmas party. A hundred gifts
of snow in the air when this paper him from being present, to the regret
were presented by the children of the est he ever came to being killed.
went to press.
PLEASE NOTE—These numbers canned, be duplicated
»“••
of aU present.
I Congregational Sunday School and
1
whin this allotment is closed out
Roy -went down to Barter's Point to
Comrades of the Way. also 65 boxes of
Initiation at the meeting of Edwin
Through money raised by subsertpcandy. Under the leadership of Mrs dig a pail of clams, but forgot to take
Libby Relief Corps tonight, preceded tion among employes ln addition to
Wilson others also contributed to the hl* shot gun. UsuaUy he sees game
i the turn realized at the Thanksg2vby circle supper at 8.
success of the party, providing a beau such as moose, rabbits and seabirds.
-------I Ing dance, the local office of the
tifully decorated tree. Ice cream and This day he got his pail full of clams
Llon.s are reminded that there is no telephone company was able to pro
cookies
for all, and candy bags. etc. and was on his way back Upon hear
meeting next Wednesday. Th? en vide clothing for 15 children, 10 boys
About
a
dozen Comrades of the Way ing a hound bark he got behind a
itctx’PtyttmgxgiBPwxw’wwwywoBi'wi'oorrof'wrDwmi
sion for that week will be on Thurs and five girls, at Christmas time, a
ROCKPORT
assisted
Mrs.
Wilson with the party- I tree and presently along came a rabWASHINGTON
day. because of New Years.
notable and worthwhUe achievement. and helped make It a happy Christ- ' bit ,R®Y ««>'« 20 mlles «n hour is not
Articles given out were: 5 prs. lar- mas for numerous children of the very fast for a rabbit to run). He
Mrs 1x113 Chadwick is with Mrs. Capt. Huse Richards has been sub- j
Capt E W. Freeman, who has been
stituting as Janitor at the High Schoal
rigans. 28 prs. stockings. 16 sets Tillson avenue vicinity.
let fly the only weapon he had—hl? ! ljeona Sherman for the winter.
at the Marine Hospital in Portland
underwear. 8 winter coats. 15 prs.
clam fork, and killed the rabbit. This* Mr and Mrs W M. Staple.___ building during the Illness of Fred C
To Our
the post five weeks, thae returned
mittens. 5 hats. 4 prs. boys' trousers,
Robinson^ . u.
,,
The steamer Belfast, which Is was remarkable considering the dis- Rockland visiters Saturday
heme, showing marked improvement.
,
Henry Tominski as one cf the mcm1 snow suit. Also groceries to two scheduled io make the last trip on tance ..
the fork had to travel. This
, , . , v
. ..
’
.
Leland Johnston is at home for the t^rs of a camping party, left today to
famUles amounting to around 815 the Bangor Line Friday, was built by , story is vouched for by his neighbors
P P Bicknell left today for Elbet-,
Christmas holiday
spend ten days at the Painters' Camp
ton Ga.. on a twt I k, business trip ’ and the balance of cash turned over the Bath Ifon Works, and launched,
at Nobleboro
to
the
Salvation
Army.
The
list
of
of
Nov.
12.
1908.
The
vessel
Is
335
feet.
I
was
much
pleased
when
I
read
in
'
Mr
'
and
Mrs
'
Vernon
Hawley
In the interest^ oi Vie Bicknell Man
Have You Joined The
Delmont Ballard mathematical In-'
needy chUdren was obtained through 4 Inches long, over all. and 54 feet, this paper the article by "Boze .AlN H have been visiting
ufacturing Co. He will be accom
struc.or and athletic coach at North
cooperation of the city poor depart 2 inches beam. The gross tonnage is blon Crocker) about the Boston boat relatives in town.
panied by John J. Padbury of Bruns
Yarmouth Academy. Is spending th?
ment. and visits were made to the 2.153: net 1,143 The draft of the touching at this place My esteemed
Mrs Young has returned Vo her school recess witth his parents. Mr.
wick.
homes by the investigating com vessel ls 10 feet. The power plant friend. John A. Puller, has told me home
and Mrs W. L Ballard
consists of triple-screw Parsons tur several things which happened dur
We expect 800 members. Have 300 already
Funeral services ior Mrs. Jennie E mittee.
At this season the citizens arc en
Mrs Mabel Withee has closed her
bine
of
4000
horse-power,
with
four
ing the years when the boat made joying the community Christmas tree. home on Mechanic street and will stay
Pettee were held from Russell Funeral
who will get One Extra Pair of Hose with every
An outstanding event will be the Scotch boilers, each 12 feet long and Undine here
Home Tuesday. Rev. John Smith
for
the
winter
at
the
home
ot
Mr.
and
dedication of the Hammond Organ 14‘s feet in diameter. There were
I 2th pair purchased.
All schools in town closed Friday
On one occasion the boat stopped
Lowe. D.D. officiated. Th* bearers
Mrs. Elbert Crosby, Union street.
at the Universallst church Thursday 204 staterooms. 135 mens' berths and
here on Its way to Boston, having on ' for two weeks' vacation
were Almon Richardson. Charles
I Camd-n.
evening. Jan. 16. when the organ will 87 womens' berths The cost was
board a large company of soldiers, j The Sunday school has been organ- j Mrs
HERE'S
YOUR LUCKY NUMBERl
Richardson. Henry Rogers and Eitsh Sylvester arrived
be demonstrated ln a recital program $450,000. The steamer left Boston for
tus Clark. Interment was ln Achorn
We presume they were on their way ized under the supervision of Mahlon
from
wollastan,
Mass
,
ta
by Mr. Phelps, an assistant organist its first'trip east. Monday. June 21.
8outh as the Civil War was on at j Turner, assisted by Marion Mitchell! vUa her molher. Mrs jMfphtne
cemetery.
at St. Paul's Cathedral. Boston. Mtss 1909, and arrived at Rockland at
that time. As in all shore towns, on and Louise Llnscott as teachers.
' Bohndell over the holidays,
Bertha I. Luce of Thomaston, gifted 2 50 the following morning. Among
One of the most novel and artistic
the days the boat landed, large
j Mrs Mildred Colby daughter Bar
violinist, who ls always heard with the officials on this maiden trip were crowds would gather on the wharf
greeting cards of the holiday sea
bara and zon Parker spent Chrfctmas
much pleasure. wUl be heard In solos, Mr. Calvin Austin, president of the , This day was no exception. Several
son ls that sent out by A. U. Bird
a? guest? cf Mr. and Mrs. A E Gross
and an announcement of unusual line, Josiah
Hayden, treasurer. I soldiers came onto the wharf and 1
of Boston. On the face of the card
i
in Camden.
Interest Is that Kitty McLaughlin, Rodney A. Pepper, assistant treas- . seme of them made insulting remarks
is shown Tenants Harbor Light In
; Miss Elinor Robinson is at home
dramatic soprano of New York and urer and C. C. Brown, general pas j concerning the women, which started ,
soft tints, above which Is flying a
I from Cornish fcr the holiday recess,
Rockland, will be featured ln songs. senger agent.
tiny blue plane bearing the words
a free-for-all fight.
f
i Mr and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham
Miss McLaughlin's beautiful voice
"La Touralne." Inside, the inscrip
Mr Puller says it was some scrap
motored to Fairfield to spend the
has not been heard In a Rockland
tion reads: “Just flying to wish yfou
The St Oeorge men were knock me
1 holiday with their daughter. Miss Ar
LIBERTY
concert for some time, and the fact
the soldiers right and left, and the
a Merry Christmas and many happy
line Ingraham, a patient at the sani
that this concert will afford oppor- j
, -------landings In the New Year. Adriel U.
latter were getting the worst of It
A Ntw Hosiery Fabric
tarium.
tunlty to hear her with the exquisite
The grade schools deserve much
when the captain blew the whistle
Bird."
That's how slow fur sales
The Trytohelp Club was enter
organ accompaniment malps the oc- credit for the excellent program preto puU out. Many of the army boy?
were in October and No
tained Monday evening at the home
casion of unusual appeal Tickets wtll sented Friday at Cftmmunity hall,
Many who did not see "The Burgla
had to be helped on board by their
vember because of all that
cf Mrs Lena Tominski. The time was
be priced at a reasonable figure and
r^v H w NuWer
ry at Brown's" when given at the
comrades. Among the men on our
warm weather.
Now in
devoted to filling Christmas baskets
High School auditorium recently will shortly be on sale. A more de- claus at a recent well-laden Christ- side were Capt. O W Rawley. James
January there are so many
fcr shut-ins. Mrs. Tomin'ki will also
tailed account of the Hammond mas tree here. Through the gener
under the auspices of the Methebesec |
Haley. John Willard. Thomas Willard.
good fur coats left that the
be hostess at next week's meeting,
i Organ, one of the greatest sensations osity of Miss K. C. Walker every child
Club will welcome the opportunity
prices are lower than
Barney Rawley and many others
which will be the annual Christmas
of the musical world, will appear in was remembered and many cf the
they've been In years. So
to see it next Monday, when pre
They were all two-fisted men and
party with a tree and exchange of
When you call (or
a later issue.
older people. '
. . . THE BEST TIME TO
sented in Temple haU for the benefit
wouldn't stand for that kind of basi
joke presents. A murlcal program
number
711 you’ll
BUY
A
FUR
COAT
IS
FRI

of Oolden Rod Chapter. O.ES The
Elmer E. Allen
The Sewing Circle will meet Tues nets.
has a!so been arranged
The vesper service at the Univer
DAY. JANUARY 3, whrn
hilarious comedy is coached by Mrs. sallst church Sunday was cf unusual day with Mrs. Walter Ordway.
Tenant's Harbsr Dec 26.
•«»
•
new
Phoenix
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Loring of
I. J. Fox. America's Utrgest
Orace Rollins who also plays a lead- beauty and worth, tribute being paid
Rcckland were holiday guests of Mr.
Walter Flint was weekend guest at
chiffon thet il flatterFurrier, Holds Its Great
ing role. This statement guarantees by absorbcd atlentlon from an audi the home of Mrs. Ruby Holt.
MARRIED
and Mrs. Herbert Ocates.
InglyihecT.. .delight
January
Sale
at
MACLAL'OHLTN-WOOD-At
Rockland,
a production of unusual worth
Mr. and Mrs. John Sherer cf Rock
Herbert Cram who has emp'.jyment
ence which well fUled the auditorium.
Nov 24. hv Rev. Corwin H Old.. Jsmex
fully deer. It’s made
MscLsughlln and Ivy Wood, both of,
land spent Christmas at the home of
Platform decorations featured ever at Bath. was heme for a weekend
Roekland
Huntley-HUl Post VP.W. and green trees, spruce boughs laden with visit.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier. Ru'sell avenue, j
a new way to end ell
died
Auxiliary thank all whose contribu cones, pine and red berries and | Miss Marian Knowlton Is assisting
The Nitsumsosum Club met Mcnunsightly blemishes.
f day evening at the home of Mr and
tions and entertainment assisted in candles, while Christmas wreaths were ( Mrs. Ack. proprietor of the automo- DAVIS—At Rockland. Dec 25 Warren
Adalbert Davis, aged 92 years. 1
t
j
Mrs
Clarence
Munsey
ih
Rockland
|
making the Christmas tree for the suspended in side panels and ever- bile shop.
month. 7 day. Private senlces Frt- i
day at 2 Burpee's parlors Interment
J A Christmas tree was a feature of the
The 9c Sale st Fullerchildren a happy and successful green trees flanked either side. These
Friends ol Mrs. C H Bagley gave
In Appleton
Cobb's Is Thursday. Friday.
[evening's program. Bridge was also
event. Among those to whom gratl- effective features were supervised by her a surprise birthday party recent THOMAS—At Warren. Dec 24. William 1
Frank Thomas. aged 70 years 10;
Saturday, January 9, 10
(enjoyed with high score going to Mrs.
tude Is extended are: P. W. Wool- Mrs. E. W. Pike. The church quartet ly. Mrs. Bagley received several re
months. 17 days
Funeral today at ,
and II.
I Walter Carroll and A V. McIntyre
2 o'clock at the home
worth Co., J. J. Newberry Co., C. B. comprising Mrs, Katherine Veazie, membrances. among them a hand
—At Lincolnville.
Dec
24 '
, and low to Mrs, Frederick Richards f
Crockett. iPerry's Markets. "The Mrs Oladys Morgan. Chester Wyllie somely decorated cake from her KNIOHT
Avanus P Knight, aged 83 years. 4
and Clyde Spear.
months. 18 daya. Funeral from the
Wonder Dog" was the featured and John Robinson was augmented [ daughter-in-law, Mrs. Richard BagROCKLAND, MAINE
residence Friday at 2 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and i
entertainment and his clever tricks by a second quartet, Mrs. Adelaide ley.
NEWTON—At Camden, Dec. 24. Addle
daughter Katherine of Manchester. S
E.. widow of James Newton, aged 87
were enjoyed by all. Each of the 54 Lowe. Miss Mary Bird. E. R. Veazie J
years. 5 months. 4 days. Funeral from
N. H„ are holiday and weekend guest?
children present received a gift and and Lloyd Daniels, and combined in
Oood'a funeral home Friday at 10
o'clock.
of her mother. Mrs Charles F. Ingra
a stocking fUled with candy and pop giving two majestic Christmas an-;
MORSE—At Thomaston. Dec 25. Fred
ham.
corn.
Their voices blended ln thems. Miss Bertha I. Luce of,
erick W Morse, aged 88 years. 5
months. 28 days Funeral services at
Miss Ocrtrude Havener arrived |
Christmas carols with Mrs. R S. Thomaston was featured In violin
Methodist Church 8unday at 2 p m
from Portsmouth. N. H . Monday to
Colson at the piano.
solos, playing with artistry and
CARD OF THANKS
AND
spend the holidays with her grand
feeUng. The quartet was heard in a
For the many acts of kindness shown
mother Mrs. Gertrude Havener.
Pine Oranulated sugar. 10. pounds number with violin obligato. Miss
our dear one during her Illness, for
the many expressions of sympathy, anf
51c; 25 lbs. $1.39: 100 lbs. 85.33. Luce also playing an obligato for
for the beautiful flowers at her passing
F.ne Granulated sugar. 10 pounds
8tcvcr's. Rcckland.—adv.
155-lt
we wish to express our sincere appreci
Established 1840
Mrs. Lowe's exquisite rendition of
ation and thanks
51c; 25 lbs. $139; 100 lbs. $533
C E Wheeler and Family and Everett
Gounod's "Ave Maria." Mr. Wyllie j
Licensed Embalmers and
L. Torey
•
Stover's. Rockland—adv.
155-lt
"Burglary at Browns” Temple Hall and Mrs. Morgan were heard in a
Attendants

LATEST ADDITION

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

FULLER-COBB HOSIERY CLUB

711

SLOW AS
MOLASSES
IN JANUARY

PHOENIX

SHADOW-CLEAR
CHIFFONS

79$

FULLERCOBB'S

FULLER COBB,,NC

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

Monday Dec. 3Q; 8.15, Adm. 25c.
154-156

ROUND TOP FARMS
ROCKLAND BRANCH
75 PARK STREET
TEL. 622
Lean R. White. Mgr.

Early Morning Delivery
Also

For Special Orders We Make
10.3# A. M. and 4 JO P. M. Deliveries

MILK, CREAM, BUTTER, EGGS

Our ambulance service Is In

duet, and - a feature commending
special mention wfts the ladies' quar
tet, a cappella “Silent Night.” Miss j
Margaret Stahl was at the organ. Dr
Lowe told In a moving manner Mary i
Roberts Rinehart's fine story “The (
Truce of Ood.” In all it was a service
to linger long in memory.

Another carload of Stover's White
Rose family flour just arrived. Priced
for quick sale. 89c per bag, $7 per
barrel. The price and quality can't b?
beat. Get your winter supply today.
Phone 1200 for delivery wherever
wanted Stover's Roekland, 155 It

stantly responsive ts your call 24
hours of every day.

Onr equip

ment is up to the minute in
every detail.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND

135tf

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to neighbors and friends for their mint
kindnesses during the Illness and death
of our loved one.
C. Frank Berry. Miss Evelyn Berry,
Mr and Mrs. Roland Berry.
Warren. Dec 26
CARD OF THANKS
I deeply appreciate the skilled and
sympathetic administrations of Dr Fred
G Campbell. Dr. B H Keller, and Mrs
Abbie Gibbs R N during mv illness. I
wsh to thank Bethel Rebekah Lodge
and Orient Chapter O E S of Union for
the lovely flowera. the Auxiliary, the
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, the Help One
Another Clrole and the Dorcas Circle of
King's Daughters of Warren for the
delicious fruit. To my many friends
I extend my heartfelt gratitude for the
gifts, flowers, and other acts of kindness.
Mrs Clarence Peahody
Warren, Dec

28.

John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day oi Night Telephone
450
Representatives In all large cities
In the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service I* instantly available.
Experienced attendant* on duty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
881 MALT BT, ROCKLAND, MX.

Advertising In

THIS
PAPER

Return Limit JAN. 3 from Boston
Any Train Except Streamlined “Flying Yankee”

Children Under 12, Half Fare
Comparable l ow Fares From Other Stations

Is a
Good Investment

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Every-Other-Daf
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Page Fouf
Of Thousands of Bugs,

It might he hastily concluded that
insects are the earth’s deadliest
wild animals, aud that a relentless
battle should be fought for thelr
complete extermination.
This denunciation of Insects, fortunately, cannot be extended In
definitely, writes Albert Dickman
In the Scientific American for to our
astonishment we soon realize that
our list Is disappointingly short and
that, after Investigation, man’s con
victed enemies in the Insect world
amount to only about 300 species.
When we realize, too, that at the
present time over 500.000 species
of Insects have been classified, and
that thousands of unclassified speclmens are accumulating In museums,
universities, and In the pockets of
entomologists, we find we cannot
justly condemn a whole class be
cause of an extremely small number of disreputable members.
Suppose lhsects do destroy 10
per cent of our crops! What of
It? Wbnt a small fee they exact,
when we consider that without the
aid of Insect polllnntlon we would
have practically no crops nt all!
It ls very likely that mnn. In
the future as In the past, will con
tinue to keep In abeyance those of
them which are Injurious to hls
health and well-being, and at the
same time divert the activities of
others to the common good.

— By L. Frank

IMAGINARY INTERVIEWS
The Hollywood Extra

300 Are Man’s Enemies

By Gena Carr

which would you
'W. PuBLICITV MAN Sfcib
ME. TODAY. WHV I HAP
LOVELV CCMPLXXIO^
»BtCAtl5T- I BATHE.D

1

NO BOO'/ Sltuy IT'5
PUBLICnv stunt
THL P'CTURL^—
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BUT
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MILK 9
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KICK
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VOOM

A hit in
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RATHER DO. FREDPIE
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8E KIS5E0 BV GRETA GARBO \
OR HUGGED BY JCAN HARLOW?

THAT'S ALL I

HEAR ALL DA/
LONG? NOTHIH6
BUT WORK --

work.-work/
1
'
I
)

,
|

;

WATLW>>Tf»C*n

By Ray I. Hoppman

DON'T BE LIKE THAT!

‘

HAvj.' HAvu/Sot;

j

THE
OF HECe

S)\O Vou RIOE THAT
* gAMAMA

peel/

a__

TO LAUGH AT OTHERS

OT WORK

PLIGHT

LUCKLESS
IS

POLLIES OF THE GREAT —By Plotkin & Thorndike

MOST UNKIND

ANO

IMPOLITE./

Few Men Have Knack to

“Never Forget a Face”

Tha fellow who smirks as he
saya, “You know, I never forget a
face," Is self-deluded. How can
he know that he never forgets a
face? He remembers those he re
members, but that does not prove he
forgets none.
His delusion that he has a per
fect memory for faces can he ex
plained In part as the consequence
of an Imperfect memory. He sees
faces that look vaguely familiar.
He has met those people, but he
doesn't know where. He doesn't re
member who they are, how they
earn thelr livings, what happened
when he met them. Because he has
forgotten almost everything except
the faces he concludes he has an
Infallible memory for faces. A lit
tle candid Introspection would |
teach him that what he has. In
stead, Is a well-developed capacity L
for forgetting, says the Chicago
Tribune. He remembers people's
faces a Uttle' better than he re- !
members others, and possibly more
Important things abont them.
His delusion Is nourished by the
' fact that every so often he meets
people whom he remembers but who
have forgotten him. The probable
explanation of this phenomenon Is
not flattering. It means only that
! other people's faces and characters
ore more memorable than hls. They
have a quality which makes them
hard to forget. Hls face Is the
kind which Is difficult to remember.

;&//« X’o'pam^ V

74
j

By L. Antonette

BOZO AND THE BARON

VffF'

A.

lURE&nSCH LINCOLN,

FAMOUS IHTERHATtONAL SPY-

/ yp

,t0 F \

Kkut&J SERVED AS A MEMBER OF

OUEEN MARGERET.
SECRET SfRViCf utvKUUM

OF ENGLAND,
SLEW THE DUKEOFVfcRK

WIFE OF HENRY H

WHO CLAIMED HFR HUSBANDS THPOHf)

AND PLACED A RAPER CROWN
ON HIS HEAD/_______

hI
-M
IM

•

u|^V

JR
Bfa
z

T-U Al

Br*

PROF STANLEY HALL,
FAMOUS AMERICAN PSXHCMO6IST,

FOUGHT WITH GUNMEN TO
EXPLORE THE CRIMINAL MIND/

Napoleon Encouraged Canning

RUMPUS

What has Napoleon to do with
i tinned peaches—and all other fruits,
fish and meat we buy ln tins? This
—that lt was he who Inspired the
idea of preserving food of differ
ent kinds in tins. He thought how
! valuable fresh vegetables would be.
from the health point of view, to
the sailors aboard hls ships when
on long voyages. So be offered a
prize to anyone who could Intro
duce a method of keeping vegetables
fresh. The prize was won by ji
Frenchman named Appert, who pro
posed the Idea of preserving the
, vegetables ln sealed tins. And ApJ pert's method of preserving Is stlU
i broadly the one followed with all
' tood tinning.—Pearson's Weekly.
Black and White Warbler
The Black and White Warbler
Is a migratory bird, and ls to he
seen only during the spring and fall
journeys to and from South Amer; lea where lt winters. Becnuse of
its alert, jerky creeping over the
woodland trees ln the search for
Insects, this little warbler Is com
monly called Black and White
Creeper. A bird for close observ
ers, It Is marked with black streaks
on a white background. The males
nre more heavily streaked with
black, and the black does not have
the brownish cast of that of the temales.

STILL, LOTSA GUYS STARTED

/AE ENTIRE WEALTU
ALL 1 OWNS IN TH’ WOlLD
ONE JIT 1 _ A NICK.EI—
A HAuF A DlAAE ll

_THEV;S A OLD SAYIN
WHICH SEZ “A MAM

ON A SHOE LACS AN’ LOOK
WHERE TWEY is TODAY —
AIN’T 1 GOT /AE HEALT’ AN*

//AY BE DOWN
BUT HE’S NEVER.

TH’ BEST VEARS O“ /AE L'FE
IN FRONT OF /AE —

-ART

|

HELFAMT,

j
j

i
|

By Fred Nordley

BARON MUNCHAUSEN
l IDLED IN THE CAB A WHILE To
CHAT* SEVERAL MILES OOT WE
CROSSED A BRIDGE WHICH*
WEAKENED BY ICE-FLOES *
SUDDENLY COLLAPSED • LUCKILY
I REACHED OUT AND SEIZED AN
IRON GIRDER*

|
)

THUS* DUE To THE INTRICATE
BALANCE = I WAS ABLE Tb HOLD
THE ENTIRE TRAIN PARTLY SUS
PENDED • WHILE THE HARRIED
PASSENGERS CLAMBERED TO
SAFETY•
_C

he

Red Turns pale

when put

THE

NEXT

To

Tall

Green -

Claitification* of Tea

Teas from all parts of thc world
fall Into three general classifica
tions—fermented or black teas
which are preferred ln this country; unfermented or green tea,
which Is the kind used In Japan;
and seml-fermented, a blend of the
two. All three may come from the
same bush for like some other commodifies the chlbf difference lies
ln treatment after It ls picked. Also,
climate and altitude ln which the
tea Is grown makes a marked dlfferen ee.

By C. Y. Renick
!
I
|
I
|
1
|

'

X WAS PUBLICLY ACCLAIMED
LATER AND OFFERED A MUNIFI
CENT REWARD WHICH 1 GRACIOUSLY
DECLINED » REQUESTING INSTEAD
A REDUCTION IN SECOND-CLASS
RATES FOR THE 6ENERAL WEAL

MARCIA INVITED ME TO VISIT KER
BROTHER IN FINLAND* ACCORDING
LY'WE BOARDED ATRAIN FOR HEL
SINKI • I RECOGNIZED THE CHIEF
ENGINEER AS AN OLD SCHOOLMATE
. Li±i2____________________________________ '
/a-a-'JF-------------------------------------

■
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SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS

DON'T LAUGH —
r
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Advancement

VAN TINf KATUMS |VN0«CA1t

TPT7

ZZT5

tRg.

Moz/rzw>//v/r/4«.

Er THEY ARE '
^ABUNDANT in
Fparts of old f
MEXICO WHERE

WATER HOLES ARE
VERY
MFM/nrr

WE BUY

GOLD

CUrenJcfw?U?“ie1’

JYjeVER

THE

USE

THE

SAME

TOWEL (AT

SAME TIME) WITH ANOTHER- PERSON,

AS YOU ARE SURE

J7» MAIN STREET, BOCKLAND
7*-U

A

CAN GO FOR
J^VJEEKS WTH-

To advance In any line of life's
endeavors, it is necessary both to
study and to think. Achievement
la possible to those who have the
initiative and determination to
equip themselves with knowledge.
Real Joy and satisfaction are to be
found in the realization that one Is
accomplishing something
worth
while nnd in the knowledge that Its
value Is the direct result of one’s
personal efforts.

OLD

” TEXAS RANGER. GETS
H/S LIMIT or DEER EACH
YEAR W/TRA SIX-SHOOTER

—By Blumey
• 1 In Im ll 1 l«. Yj 1 1

1-------

JT ^ONE ARMED

•

TO

QUARREL.

Engineers have been known to re- Qo cure a goitre, wear a live
FUSE

TO

HAVE

RECEIVED

DISASTER.

MAKE

A RUN

A

BECAUSE THEY

PREMONITION OF

FROG

ABOUT

THE

NECK.

Qf

vou cross a new bridge oxmt

TWELVE
AND MAKE
WILL COME TRUE.

A

WISH. THE WISH

SCARCE

THE NUMBER
OF POINTS A (
DEER HAS
)
K DOES NOT '
tF DETERMINE
HIS AGE.
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Regular Exercise and Plenty of Fresh Air
Essential to Singer, Says Lawrence Tibbett
_______________________________________________ <________

Lawrence Tibbett and hi* won. Michael, on hi* farm in Connecticut.

“IF you're going to be a linger, I to supervising the tending of crops
1 you’ve got to get loti of regular I and the breeding of his livestock,
Tibbett saws wood, paints barns
exercise and plenty of rood, fresh and personally works the family
air," says Lawrence Tibbett, star I vegetable garden. Long horseback
of the Metropolitan Opera, radio, I rides over the rolling countryside
screen, and concert stage. “Keeping help him to remain in trim.
in the pink of physical condition is
In the city the popular singer
as essential to a vocalist as it is to also manages to get in his daily ex
an All-American fqptball player.”, ercise. Every morning he has a fast
Tibbett practises what he game of deck-tennis on the roof of
preaches. The famous baritone his fashionable apartment building
is more than six feet tall and overlooking the East River. This
tips the scales at 19214 pounds, sport is more popular with ocean
all bone and muscle. There’s not voyagers than with landlubbers but
an ounce of fat on him. Despite a the baritone has interested a grojp
vigorous schedule, which includes of friends in joining him in daily
two or three concert appearances pre-breakfast matches. On Tuesper week and a broadcast over 80 j days he walks briskly to and from
stations of the nationwide Colum the Columbia studios, half-way
bia network every Tuesday night at across Manhattan. “Nothing like it
8:30 P.M., Eastern time, in addi to fix you up for a broadcast," he
tion to preparing for a new opera says.
An important piece of his bag
season, he manages to stay in tip
gage when he travels is a portable
top shape.
Whenever he can, he gets away rowing machine. Tibbett sets it up
from New York and goes to his in his hotel room ond pulls the
farm in Connecticut. Here he mixes equivalent of a mile-and-a-half
business with pleasure. In addition before jumping into a cold shotver.

American Ships to Have
New Radio Safeguard

Moat of the President!
Picked From Legal Body
The lawyers easily outnumber all
the other professions and erades In
the Presidential chair, although not
all of those who had lieen admitted
to the bar bad ever practiced to •
great extent.
Twenty-one of the 31 men who
have held the office have been at
torneys—John Adams, Jefferson,
Madison, Monroe. John Quincy
Adams, Jackson, Van Buren, Tyler,
Polk, Fillmore. Pierce, Rnchanan,
Lincoln, Hayes, Garfield, Cleveland,
Benjamin Harrison, McKinley, Taft,
Wilson, Coolidge and President
Roosevelt
Washington was a planter and a
farmer. He had lieen trained as a
surveyor. Zachary Taylor was also
a fanner, a Louisiana cotton plant
er, but a good deal of hia life had
been spent aa a professional soldier.
Wllllatu Henry Harrison wat a land
owner, a soldier and a politician.
Fillmore, In early life, was ap
prenticed as a woodcarver, but later
took to law. Andrew Jobnson was
a tailor until he began a career of
40 years in public office by being
elected an alderman. •
Orant had served In the army,
sold reul estate, farmed and clerked
In a store before the Civil war. He
entered the publishing business aft
er hls Presidency, and failed dtsastroualy.
President Arthur had taught
school and followed a political
career. Theodore Roosevelt’s work
ing years were almost entirely spent
In politics and political office. Hard
ing waa In the newspaper buslneaa
for nenrly forty years. Woodrow
Wilson, though a lawyer, spent the
greater part of hls life as a teacher,
and Herbert Hoover was an engi
neer.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Ocean’s Greatest Depth
Ia More Than Six Miles
The greatest depression in the
ocean Is In the vast gulf called the
Mindanao Deep, off the Philippines.
Here, In latitude 9 degrees 41 min
utes 18 seconds north and longitude
126 degrees .'4) minutes 15 ser«—4;
east, the Pacific descends to 35,400
feet—more than six miles.
Thia gives a range of more than
lltt miles between the bottom of
the ocean and the top of the land—
Mount Everest. In the Himalayas,
29.411 feet above sea level.
The bottom in the Mindanao Deep
was discovered In recent years by
the United States navy. Previous
ly the greatest depth known was
32.644 feet, also In tbe Pacific, 145
miles southeast nf Tokyo. Tbis
depth wns measured by a Japanese
naval survey In 1924. A series of
deeps extends along tbe Pacific not
far from the elevations of the
Asiatic coasts.
Adjustments be
tween these diverse levels have
been held responsible for such dis
asters as the great Japanese earth
quake of aeveral years ago.—Cleve
land Plain Dealer.
No Duels in England

Duels are not fought iu England,
writes a correspondent ln Pearson's
London Weekly, because people are
too sensible, and perhaps too law
ablt^ng. If anyone wanta to fight
a duel he must go abroad tn some
country where the laws either al
low the practice or wink at It. In
a duel the person challenged haa
the choice of weapons, and some
Englishmen hare, on accnsion, chos
en fists, which has disconcerted
thelr opponents.

Dingo Similar tn Collis
FTER Jan. 1, 1936, all sea-going passenger vessels of.2500 tons will
be required by law to have motor lifeboats equipped with radio.
Photo shows the first installation, on motor lifeboat of the Panama
Pacific liner "Pennsylvania" lowered overside for a test of her new RCA
radio equipment under actual operating conditions. The compact little
RCA radio (in white circle) demonstrated a communication range of 75
miles on the international distress frequency.

A

FOOM.FACTJ'" FOIBLES
RUSSIANS LOVE,
FERMENTED'1
CAD3AGE ! • tt'
WATER TO,\fl

COkUS Of

Reason for Jock Horner Story
Horner was the messenger whom
the abbot of Glastonbury sent to
Henry Vin with the deeds of cer
tain manors involved In the dissolu
tion of monasteries. Horner obse
quiously handed tbe parcel to the
royal spoliator, but first of all man
aged to abstract the deeds of the
manor of Wells, a "plum,” Indeed,
and the abbot was afterward pun
ished on the charge that he had
withheld them.

DRINK.THEY
CALL IT A

xOtoW-V

i
IN SWITZERLAND

*

CHEESE IS A SYMBOL
OF FAMILY LIFE. WHEN A CHILD IS
CHRISTENED, A CHEESE IS PUT IN THE
CELLAR FOR HIM,TO BE BROUCHgOUT
ONLY ON IMPORTANT OCCASIONS IN HIS
LIFE. FRIENDS AT HIS FUNERAL EAT THE

No Tribnto to Groat Britain

LAST PIECE OF CHEESE IN MEMORY OF
THE DEAR DEPARTED.
MISTINCUETTC,

FAMOUS FRENCH
MUSICAL COMEOY
STAR WHOSE
BEAUTIFUL LECS
WERE INSURED
.
FOR t1.000,000,

SAID THAT SHE
OWED HER HEALTH
AND BEAUTY TOA

STEADY BREAKFAST
DIET OF CHAMPAGNE
AND SPINACH.

BREAD
WAS
UNKNOWN IN ITALY
UNTIL THE YEAR 365
OF ROME. BEFORE
THAT TIME THE ROMAN
PRINCIPAL CEREAL FOOD

WAS CRUEL ANO OAT
MEAL.

CHOCOLATE,IN THE I6TJ*
CENTURY IN FRANCE,
WAS A LUXURY THAT
ONLY MEMBERS OF THE
ROYAL FAMILY WERE
PERMITTED TO USE.

i*

The dingo is about the size and
has something of the appearance of
the collie. The color varies betweeu
reddish brown and black, with fre
quently white feet and tip of tail.
The muzzle Is pointed and the ears
rather short and broad. The jaws
are remarkable for their tremendous
power, which enables the animnl
Completely to tear away the flesh
gripped In Its bite and thus kill Its
prey largely by shock.

Canada does not pay a tax to the
British government Since the Brit
ish North American Act, proclaimed
July 1, 1867, the Canadian govern
ment, like those of the other domin
ions, has become more self-reliant
and Independent until now it has
scarcely any other legal Hnk with
the United Kingdom than the fact
that each acknowledges the same
king.
A Crisis
In all lives there Is a crisis In the
formation of character. It comes
from many causes, and front some
which on the surface are apparent
ly even trivial. But the result ts
the same; a sudden revelation to
ourselves of our secret purpose and
a recognition of our, perhaps longshadowed, but now masterful, con(ylctions.

Famous gourmets of History
SAMUEL PEPYS RECULARLY TOOK

W. E. Dornan & Son,

HALF A PINT OF RHENISH WINE IN

INC.

PLACE OF BREAKFAST.

150Stf

Distinctive Memorials in
Granite and Marble
Thomaston, Me. East Union, Me.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31

ROMANTIC OLD PORT
WILL BE ABANDONED
Broome, Australia, Linked

With Famous Pirate.
Washington.—Broome, Australia,
once one of the world's most ro
mantic porta, may soon Join the
ranks of abandoned towns, accord
ing to recent news reports. Its
population Is dwindling so rapidly
that aatlstlclans estimate the town
may be extinct ln another five
years.
"Broome owes Ita decline as well
at Its earty growth to the (tearl
oyster," says the National Geo
graphic society. “Until recently
Western Australia produced threefourths of the world's supply of
pearl ahell, and Broome was the
center of the Industry.
“In boom times, when mother of
pearl brought $2,000 a ton, Broome's
harbor swarmed with hundreds of
pearling luggers. Now dozens of
derelicts rot In the nearby muddy
creeks and ln the turquoise waters
off the mangrove-clad coast. Ten
yenrs ago, 246 luggers sailed In
and out of Broome. Today, ships
operating In the Broome shell fish
eries number only 87 and give em
ployment to but a few hundred div
ert. Io moat of these vessels, en
gines that pumped air to two div
ers have been supplanted hy hand
pumps that supply air to only one
diver.
Cut Down Output

“In 1932, alarmed by the drop ln
pearl ahell prices, pearlers of
Broome agreed to secure less ahell
to stabilize the Industry. Thia
draatlc action failed to revive the
bnslnesa. and at present, unem
ployed Inhabitants of Broome are
deserting It as rapidly as though It
were a sinking ship.
“Broome haa had a romantic his
tory. It li associated with the Sev
enteenth century pirate, WllUam
Dampler, the first Englishman to
visit Australia. The town Ilea on
the western shore of Dampler
creek, within the northern head
land of Roebuck bay, named after
Dumpter't ship, the Roebuck.
“In Broome's heyde.v, steamers
from Fremantle, Australia, nnd
Singapore arrived fortnightly, and
the air service for the northwest
section of Western Australia called
regularly. European residents lived
In comfortable bungalow! along
palm lined streets. Thelr children
played In yards shaded by polnclana and baobab trees and attended
well-equipped schools. A hospital,
Ice works, and a police station were
Indications of the town's modern
development.
"The Asiatic quarter of Broome
la truly Oriental. Here, homes of
Asiatics are crowded together
among warehouses and shops. Tu
the latter, skillful pearl surgeons
determine the vahie of pearls by
“skinning” them.
•‘Broome la periodically enlivened
by exotic festivities. During thc
ceremony of the ’Feast of the Lan
terns,' the town appears more Jap
anese than Australian. Japanese,
wearing swords ami native cos
tumes, flock to thelr cemetery to
dance and alng for the entertain
ment of the departed divers.
Industry Grew Rapidly.
•Tor centuries. Malays have
sailed across the Indian ocean to
the coast of Western Australia for
pearl shell. European exploitation
of the shell began with Ita discov
ery In tbe harbor of Port Darwin
In 1884. Although almost constant
ly hampered by strong tides and
muddy water, the Industry grew
until It once drew 4,000 workers to
Broome.
“Most of the shell secured near
Broome ls exported to England,
America, and Japan, to be made
Into buttons, ornaments, and ban
dies for cutlery. When the Indus
try was thriving, luggers returned
to Broome, heaped with pearl
shells, some large aa soup plates.
The rigging was frequently fes
tooned with dried oysters, which
were sold as food in Japan. Crews
were often allotted these as part
of thelr wages.
“Since It was easy for divers to
conceal pearls, at first, ship owners allowed them to keep those
they found, relying on the shells
for profits. But later, by employ
ing mixed crews, ship owners found
they could also obtain the pearls.
Japanese, Chinese, and Malays,
watching the opening of the o.vs
tera and mistrusting each utJhar.
saw that pearls were handed over
to the captain.
"Other products brought In by
the pearling luggers are tortoise
shell, and black sen slugs found on
the ocean floor nnd used for food
in China and Japan."
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WORLD S OIL SUPI’LY
Possible "Sanctions” On Italy

Arouses Interest As To the

In TAe WEEK’S NEWS
CURRENT EVENTS PHOTOCR U llEI) FOR

Source
Discussion of oil embargoes in con-!
nection with' the Italo-Ethiopian war I
raises the question: "Where does the
world get its oil?" In other words,
from which countries would a “no"
to Italy be bad news? Petroleum de
posits have been found In every con
tinent except Antarctica, but yvelldefined pools are widely scattered.
Actually a very few nations control
the supply of this lifeblood of mod
em industry.
' Three countries produce about 81
per cept of the world's petroleum
output." says a bulletin from the
Washington. D. C. headquarters of !
the National Oeorgaphlc Society
"These are the United States. Soviet i
Russia, and Venezuela. If all three 1
should cut off their oil supplies. |
many steamships, trucks, automobiles ■
armored tanks, airplanes and rail- I
roads all over the world would be J
stopped, as well as industries depend- I
ing on oil for fuel or lubrication i
Oreat Brittan, through her control ’
of distribution of oil produced in her
dominions and colonies, and ln man:. .
i other countries, also is a powerful '
factor in the world's oil situation
Italy Produces Little Oil
"A general oil embargo would ,
practically threaten Italy's motors
I with starvation, for Italy, in the 1
entire year of 1834. produced only 1
as much oil as the United States does
ln about two hours Thc Lombard ■
plain of northern Italy has a small |
oil pool, but even development of j
that area would scarcely relieve the ■
serious shortage which a few key
countries csuld create.
"Almost 99 per cent of the world's |
oil comes from only twelve countries j
Italy is but one of many nations 1
which would have to combine thelr
petroleum resources to make up the
I other one per cent.
| “While the three leading nations I
are making production history by
their thundering progress along the
I oil trail, four others follow them in
i a group, although many laps be
hind—Romania.
Iran
(Persia).
Netherlands Indies, and Mexico Alj most neck and neck, five more follow
(along: Colombia. Argentina, Peru,
j India, and Trinidad, which produce
less than 1 per cent of the world's an
nual output each.
Oil Also Found Under Water

The Courier Gazette
SHOOTS SON —
Mr,. Dorothy Liv
ermore, ex-wife of
wealthy Wall
' Street broker, has
been released on
$14,000 bond. She
I, charged with
assault with in
tent to murder her
sixteen • year - old
son, Jesse Liver
more, Jr., at Santa
Barbara, Calif.

MODERN TUNING FORK —Ben
Bernie, etar of the Canco radio pro
gram, who ia now appearing with all

the lad, at a famous New York res
taurant, usee the valve-in-head en
gine of the 1936 Buick to tune his
fiddle.

CAPT. U. V. d’ANNUNZIO, son
of Gabriele d'Annunzio the war
rior-poet, ip president of the
Italian League of America rep
resenting over one-half million
American citizens of Italian
origin. He says “May God save
these United States of ours
from becoming involved in an
other of Europe's wars."

SANTA CLAUS IN HOLLY
WOOD — What better place
could old Santa choose to re
hearse hit Christmas act than
In the land of make believe sur
rounded by the RKO Hollywood
beauties.

RECORD SWEET POTA
TO— Mist Gwen Steel of
San Gabriel, Cal., displaying
what experts consider the

RIGHT
HIS ALLEY—An old hand at flag
railing, “Hank" Greenberg, first baseman for the
world champion Detroit Tigers, who recently wee
named the most valuable player in the American
League, hoists the new pennant that will fly from th,
Na. 1 Fisher Body unit at Flint, Mich., said to be tht
largest automobile body-building plant in the world.
He I, being assisted by E. J. Parker, plant manager.

largest sweet potato ever
grown. It weight 14 pounds,
3 ounces, and is 11 inches in
width.

"The destributlon of petroleum
seetns to show a slight preference for
-the Western Hemisphere and for the
’ northern side of the Equator Never- still has many undeveloped arets.
the less, it is found In such extremes Oil there, associated with Europe's
as Iraq, where Iron-muscled Kurds richest supply of natural gas. comes
work in July heat at 128 degrees in mainly from ‘salt domes' near the
the shade, and north of Point Bar- i Carpathian Mountains.
row in Alaska, where frozen clods of | “Oil fields of Iran and neighboring
oil-soaked earth are burned as a Iraq have been worked to a slight J
substitute for coal.
extent since the days when they were
“Water, as well as earth, may lie reputed to have supplied Noah with above petroleum. Venezuela's Lake thickened crude oil to make his Ark
International
Iraq1
Maracaibo, black with oil. ls studded flood-worthy.
with derricks whieh workmen reaen petroleum interests have constructed!
by bridges of narrow planks front a double pipe line leading froth1
the shore, and is supervised from a Kirkuk to modern storage tanks at {
floating camp on a barge. The Sum the British port. Haifa, and the I
merland field of Santa Barbara French terminal, Tripoli.
“The Netherlands have been de-:
County, California, extends beyond
the shoreline of the Pacific, so that I veloping with increasing success the!
derricks wade into the ocean to draw petroleum resources 61 the East Is
up oil from several hundred feet be- ! lands of Sumatra. Java, Madura. I
Ceram, and Borneo, where a number I
low sea level.
"Petroleum, named 'rock oil' by the j of fields were opened as early as
Greeks, may gush forth from a shaft | 1900. These Islands still surpass j
sunk to its underground reservoir I Mexico ln production, but that pros- i
and roar hundreds of feet into the pectors paradise is producing only J
air like an Inky geyser, forced up by about 12 per cent of its capacity be- I
gas pressure, or it may have to be j cause of difficulty in storage, refin
pumped up from depths well over o ing, and transportation. Mexico's I
and the world's greatest gusher as
mile.
“The United States leads the world ! tounded workmen in 1916 by explod- i
in oil production.
Recently a Ing Into a giant column of oil. roar
Diamond Jubilee marked the indus ing higher than the Washington
try's 75th anniversary since Col ; Monument, and discharging more
Edwin Drake sank the country's first J than a million barrels of oil over the
oil well 70 feet into the rich Ap- countryside for two miles around be
palachian field at Titusville, Penn- ■ fore frantic workers could capture lt
sylvania. Oil is still produced in in specially built pipes.
- --------------- - especially for the' “Dark horses in the present oil race
Pennsylvania,
are prospective fields whose status
manufacture of lubricants.
is uncertain because investigations
Texas Fields Date
From------1901
,
-------------. are incomplete. Australia. Mocambi"In 1901 the rich Texas oil fields que, Madagascar, and England have
were brought in. starting a branch areas which are considered favorable
of the industry which in 1934 pro for petroleum production. Oermany
duced $360,000,000 worth of oil. more is said to have tapped new resources
past few months. j
than the combined production of the within the
two next richest areas. Oklahoma and Albania's petroleum resources, while
California. The latest spectacular not now commercially productive, are ,
development is that of the Louisiana reported under consideration for ex
Gulf Coast, which doubled its pro tensive development by Italy.”
duction in 1934. One geologist esti
mates that the United States, al
Cape Cod Canal Bridge
Wins Arti»tic Award ready producing 61 per cent of the
World's oil from its two million acres
New York.—The two most beau | of oil fields, actually has more than
tiful steel bridges built last year
have been chosen by a Jury com a billion acres untouched.
posed of architects and engineers. 1 'IRunning second, Soviet Russia's
In the class costing $1,000,000 oj- Government-controlled oil produc
more the Bourne bridge across Cape tion rose in 1934 to J66 million bar
Cod canal at Bourne, Mass., was rels, with acres and acres of oil seeawarded first prize. A grade sepa ' pages undeveloped or even unpros
ration span near Omaha, Neb., was pected. Just north of the Caspian
placed first In the class costing less
Sea. the Baku field has becn known
than $250,000. The bridge Is be
tween road 44 and the Dodge nrte- since the ancient days when priests
built temples near its oil and gas
J rial highway.
To Us Printing is mors than
The Jury made special mention of sources to impress believers with
73
just putting words into typs
the economy of design ln all bridges shrewd tricks of so-called fire-magic. It is the creation of a work of art.
built last year.
Sakhalin Island, largely developed by bs it s simple little snnouncement
Japanese concessions, produces more or an eleborete booklet. Hence
we teke ell the pride of sn artist
oil than all Japan and Formosa.
in hie craft, in each job; and that
"Venezuela keeps third place at a
is the secret of the superlative
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
gait which is amazing, in view of the quality of The Courier-Gazette
to colda, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
fact that commercial production be Printing.
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Biand Pills are effective,
reliable and oive QUICK REUEF. Sold byM(
gan there less than twenty years ago.
all druggists for over 45 years. AA Fo<—
Petroleum constitutes 75 per cent of
the country's exports. Romania, tak
•JNI tlAMOHDNNAMBT^
ing fourth place from Iran in 1934,

MODERN WOMEN

The Courier • Gazette

SAGAS of the SKIES
By R. C. Oertel

Manager, Aviation Division, Sales Department
Colonial Esso Marketers
BOVE the Hying field at Willimantic, Lieutenant Carl

A

Dixon of the Connecticut National Guard nosed his ship
into the wind and prepared to land. With Davis Weisgard.
his mechanic, and Joseph Baltrum as passenger, he anticipated
eagerly thc events in whirh he was to participate at the local
air meet that
afternoon.
Already there
was a large crowd
at the field. But
to
Lieutenant
Dixon they seem
ed to be acting
strangely.
Many
of them were ges
ticulatlng wildly
and gome, .with
cupped hands, ap
peared to be
shouting to him.
A man In overalls
rushed
from
a
hangar, held up
a wheel and
pointed
to
the
left side of lt.
Lieutenant Dixon
knew what that
meant, j S o m e thing had gone
wrong with his
landing gear. He
gave hls ship the
gun, and roaring
up Into the sky,
swung back to
wards hts homo ___ ,-----------------port, Hartford.
| chance had to be taken. With bands
Two thousand feet up. Lleuten- j and teeth Lieutenant Dixon knotant Dtxoi> turned the controls over ! ted the lace to the rope,
to Weisgard anil stopped hack into |
For the third time he lowered
the plane.
Laboriously he cut a himself Into space- Weisgard tried
hole through the fuselage large I to keep the ship on an even keei.
enough for him to work his body But he was inexperienced. Some
through. Ordering Baltrum to hold times he would let it slip, causing
him by his ankles, Dixon gripped Dixon to let go hts hold of the
both sides of the qut with his feet axle to keep hls balance. Thea the
and lowered himself through the work would huve to be done ail
hole, until he hung head downward over again. Five minutes, ten min
above the wheels. A cracked bolt utes, sometimes twenty minutes at
had loosened the axle of the land a time he toiled grimly on, until
the rush of blood to hts head would
ing gear, rendering it useless.
Lieutenant Dixon drew himself force him back into the plane to
One hour, two hours, two
back into the plane and unfastened rest.
his safety belt.
Lowering himself hours and a half passed before
through the hole again, he tried to Dixon crawled back painfully for
fasten the axle In place with his thc last time and took over the con-'
belt. It was too short. Back into trols from Weisgard.
Carefully he maneuvered the
the ship he crawled nnd searched
around until he found a length of plane towards the earth at Brain
ard
Field.
The wheels touched
rope. He knotted tt to the safety
The plane lurched
belt and once more dangled head the ground
downwards from the plane.
Still drunkenly from side to side, but
there was - Insufficient length to remained upright. He taxied across
make the needed repair. Rummag the ground nnd stopped. With the
ing around again ho discovered a last revolution of the propeller the
discarded shoe lace. It seemed a plane tipped over on its damaged
slender thread on which to hang side. But then lt did not matter..
,
the lives of three men.
But the They were safe,,

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,

The

Courier-Gazette,

thrice weekly,

brings

the

friendly word of home town folks and happenings.

Subscribe today

Phone 770.
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With Extension Agents
AND THE

,hh
PIE

PRICES ON
BIG DODGE

STABILIZED INDIO

tcasan.
Mrs. Clyde Yeung has been spend-ng a few days in Rockland.
J Miss Helen Clements is spending,
the Christmas vacation at her home
in Buckspert.
Arthur Philbrcok passed the week-:
! end In Rockland.

4

Reception Bands • American and For
eign Broudcasls • 8 All Metal Tubes.

Those home for Christmas vacation
i -ire: Harland Young from U. of M.;
Clayton Yeung. Colby; Dorian Ames.
Yarmouth Academy; Hilda Thotr.p-1
I son. New Sharon High; Hattie Ames,
Somerville (Mass.i High; Julia Young,
Eraintree, Mass.; Della Ames, Mar
garet Rowland. Warren Ford, and Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Philbrook and daugh
ter Celia.
The seacoast mls-icn boat 8unbeam
was here over the weekend with Mr.
Gupt'.ll cn board. Preaching services
were held Sunday night at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. George Belcher are in
Boston to spend the winter with their
daughter. Mrs. Ernest Perkins.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Ripley have
bought a house in Quincy. Mass.

F.ne Granulated sugar. 10 pounds
51c; 25 lbs $1.39; 100 lbs. $533
Stover's, Rcckland.- adv.
155-lt

Weather Guarantee
by French Company
Faris.—“Rain, rain, go away;
come again unother day!" This
little nursery rhyme has lost Ils
meaning for French holiday mak
ers. For ihe French Nord rail
road has guaranteed to protect
trippers to Le Treport and
lJoulognc-siir-Mer from rain—or
pay the cost. One-day seashore
excursionists get an automatic
Insurance with their tickets. If
it rains more than three millime
ters between the hours of 2:30
nnd 5:30 p. m„ the Nord com
pany will reimburse them the
price of the ticket or give them
a free pass good for another
day.

READ AND
WANT-ADS

1
I

|
I

I

j
AdvsrtUeineuu in tula column uoi lc
I sxceed three llnee Ineerted once for 23

( cenM three llmM for M cenU A(W1.

County of Knox. s».

Month of July.

newTlower
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STATE OF MAINE

IN LIQUOR TAXES

Washington.—The nation'* liquor
bill Is going up!
•
People are drinking more, the
heavy flow of siniiggled stock lias
narrowed to a comparative trickle,
tax receipts from liquors arc mount
Agriculture
county agents who will have the as management. Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw
ing, and everybody’s happy.
treasurer.
Mrs
Elizabeth
Wentworth.
sistance
of
grower
committeemen.
Joe Chapman. Nobleboro. recently i
At least that's the picture drawn
Attractive gifts were presented to "by treasury official* after studying
purchased a Guernsey bull calf from ' Q Can I grow only the number of
reports showing July receipts from
the University of Maine herd. The bushels of potatoes provided by my Mrs Mattie Gardner. Rockland, and
to Mrs. Jennie Payson. East Union
taxes on domestic distilled spirits
calf's dam produced as a* two-year-1 allotment?
totaled B12.19A.6S0, an Increase of
old 497 pounds butter fat and 8.090
A. Your total production is not for their devoted services as chair
$4,740,183 over a year ago.
pounds milk. He has a purr bred limited by the Act. But you must pay man of their respective Farm
Revenue officials ascribed the In
Bureaus
for
several
years.
herd started
a tax on all sales above your allot
crease to two causes, expansioh of
• • • •
• • • •
the nation's wet area nnd the gov
ment.
Two planning meetings are to be
ernment's relentless war ou rum
Bertram Ricker of Nobleboro. has, Q Are average sales during the held the flr^t week in January by the
runners.
plowed part of his pasture and Is 1 years 1932-35 the only method of de Home Demonstration Agent. Miss
Within the last year nine states,
planning to conduct a pasture im- termlning allotments?
Lawrence Nobleboro. Jan. 2 at Mrs
previously dry, have lined up be
provement demonstration.
A. No. The Act provides for allot S. T. Creamers' home. Friendship.
hind the wet banner. They are Ar
ments to growers who have no sales Jan. 3 at the Methodist church vestry. kansas, Idaho, Nebraska, part of
• • • •
North Carolina, South Carolina,
base and who arc operating farms Both meetings are scheduled for 1
A series of meetings will be started
South Dakota, Utah, West Virginia
which have no sales base This Is with no forenoon meeting.
and Wyoming.
Jan. 2 by the Extension Service to
Intended for unusual cases.
Success of the drive against rum
assist potato growers ln making out
Q Is lt true that there will be a
smuggling Is laid In large measure
WALDOBORO
their application for potato allot
fo understandings reached between
ments County Agent. Wentworth, tax of 46c a bushel on all potatoes
this and other governments on
Miss Annie Elfc. who is a .-tudent
will attend all of these meetings, and sold by farmers next year?
at Bates College, Lewiston, ts at home means to halt the flow of Illicit
A.
No.
The
tax
must
be
paigl
onlyhe will be assisted by the two county
liquor.
I for the Christmas recess.
committeemen. Harold Allen. Hope, on potatoes sold in excess of grow
Cuba, source of a vast share of
Mr and Mrs Carrell T Cooney
the untaxed liquor which has been
and Ivan Scott. Waldoboro. A cir er's sales allotments.
cular on the Potato Bill is available
Q I run a grocery store If I buy Jack and Robert Cooney have Joined pouring into the United States, was
Carroll T Cooney. Jr at the Samp-| prevailed upon to put an embargo
at the Extension Office. Rockland.
potatoes without tax stamps in the
on exportation of alcohol destined
Following are some of the questions package, am I liable to prosecution j sen homestead.
for Illicit traffic. Newfoundland a
Jasper J. Stahl is at home from short time later took similar steps
that have been asked tn the countv for violating the potato act?
regarding the Potato Act. For the
A Yes. So is the person who sells Pottstown, Pa . this week.
to regulate her ports and the
Information of everyone, they are the potatoes to you.
Luther Glidden was involved In an 1 French government closed St.
• • • •
I accident Tuesday when his car skid Pierre et Miquelon, a French colony
given here.
A Knox-Lincoln county pen placed ded cn the North Waldchrro road off the Newfoundland coast, as a
Spud Questions and Answers
liquor supply center.
Q I hear that the tax-free allot first this past week at the Maine Egg making a complete turn and tipping
Besides the coast guard has suc
ment has been Increased from 5 to Laving Contest It was the Barred over on it- side. Mr. Guidden was ceeded in all but breaking up the
new rum row off the Atlantic coast.
50 bushels. For th? past several Rock pen of Foster Jameson. Waldo ' uninjured
On a basis ot $2 tax per gallon,
Miss Evelyn Oenthner and Matyears. I have sold about 25 bushels boro. obtaining 66 points. George
officials estimated 6,0-13.328 gallons
of potatoes annually
Can I now Coleman s pen of R I Reds tied for ! thew Barron of Portland have been
of alcohol, worth at retail close to
third with 62 points.
guests cf Miss Oenthner's sister. Mrs. I
sell 50 bushels free of tax?
$60,000,000, was withdrawn from
• • • •
Reginald Monahan
A No W*hi]e the tax-free allot
bonded warehouses last month for
Hatchery repojt for November in
I S Bailey and Mrs. Gladys Grant
consumption. This compares with
ment has been Increased, your tax- dicates in all sections of the country
free sales of potatoes grown ln 1936 a big increase in number of chicks passed Christmas Day in D.xfield 3,708.237 gallons withdrawn In the
same period a year ago.
cannot exceed your average sales hatched and eggs set over last year. with their parents Mr. and Mrs
during the period 1932-35 And you Most of this increase has been in Irving P Bailey.
must apply for an allotment.
Miss Jestle Keene wh: teaches at Famous Penrose Mansion
sections where there is a large broiler
(
Gcrham
Normal School and Miss
Razed for Parking Lot
Q How will growers obtain forms business
Faye Keene, who is a teacher in New
for making application for allot
Philadelphia. — The century-old
York arc at heme for the holidays.
mansion of the late Boies Penrose
ments?
With Thr Homes
Mrs. Cota Orcs'. who teaches in whose almost legendary power In
A Forms and regulations wiU be
These officers and project leaders
Republican circles made Presidents,
Gcrham Normal School, ls at her
distributed through the offices of
governors and mayors, ls being de
were elected at the community plan
I heme here.
molished to make way for a central
ning meetings held this week:
The
Liens
Club
will
meet
Jan.
1
at
city
open-air parking space.
Union—Chairman, Mrs. Maude
It was the birthplace of Boles
I Stahl's Tavern.
Calderwood; secretary, Mrs. Ida BesPenrose in November, 1SG0, nnd
Mocnahga Grange r.ad a Chrlstma*
s?y; Clothing. Mrs. Alida Fossett,
while he occupied the leading place
foods. Mrs. Belle Kenntston; home tree at the close of its regular meetin Pennsylvania politics for nearly
fifty years, it remained the ex-of
management. Mrs Marlon Calder .rg Mcnday evening Each member
wood: committee for dressing the Inv.ted a child as guest and a happy ficio sanctum of the part)'.
For many years before the sen
children project, Mrs. Addie Howard evening was passed.
ator's death, December 31, 1921, the
The
Community
Christmas
tree
Mrs Marion Calderwood. and Mrs.
bouse was arranged solely for his
with iu glittering lights was the back
Alida Fossett.
comfort. Every room had especial
Already priced only a few dollars
ground
for
a
pretty
ceremony
Tues

Rockland—Chairman. Mrs Mattie
more than the very lowest-priced
ly large chairs to accommodate his
cars
. . Dodge has recently an Gardner; secretary. Mrs. Ethel Con day evening when the school children
bulk.
nounced even lower price ... as
Joined in singing Christmas carols
With a telegraph operator nt one
low as $640. list prices at the fac non; clothing. Mrs. Ruth Levdhseller:
end of the table and a telephone
tory. Detroit! But the big. new. foods Mrs. Eunice Morse; home This chorus, which has been coached
money-saving Dodge saves you more
by Guy I. Waltz and Mrs. Oretchen at the other Senator Penrose, then
than on original first cost. From management. Mrs. Frances Farrand.
ill, played a dominant part In the
all over the country come reports of
Appleton—Chairman. Mrs. Inez Waltz Simmons, was the largest ever
1920 national Itepublicun conven
amazing gas and oil economy—18 to Arrington; secretary. Mrs. Alice Hall; assembled in town and gave a fine
tion In Chicago which nominated
24 miles per gallon and savings up
J clothing Mrs Cassie Paul; foods. pre gram. Mr Waltz, who Imperson
to 20 V on oil. owner.- say.
ltardlng.
More luxuriously appointed than Mrs.
Thomas
Wiliams:
home ated Santa Claus and led the singing
ever before . . with stunning new
style and beauty, this new Dodge management and librarian. Mrs, presented each child with a box cf Seek Potato Bugs That
ha.s been hailed by noted auto ed Hazel Perry'; annual meeting chair candy furnished by the local Fire De
itors and fashion authorities as the man. Mrs. Lizzie Newbert.
Prefer Canada Thistle
partment spcnicr of the tree. After
most 'beautiful car ln all Dodge
KcntoD, Ohio.—Specimens of n
history. See and drive this big. new
East Union—Chairman. Mrs. Jen Jthe ceremony the children visited
Dodge "Beauty Winner" without de nie Payson; secretary. Mrs. May Rob several homes and sang carols.
unique type of potato bug, preva
lay. See the free economy test. Find
lent in Ilancock county, were sought
out for yourself how Dodge can save bins; clothing. Mrs. Mary Payson;
by Hardin county farmers following
you money every nule you drive.
, foods, Mrs. Amelia Dornan; home
MATINICUS
circulation of a general report
that farmers of Blanchard county
Mr. and Mrs. A. W Ripley have re need no longer fear the spread of
turned from Boston.
Canada thistle.
The potato bugs ln that section
Mr and Mrs. Walter Ainsworth ol
have abandoned luscious potato
Reading. Mass., have been spending a
vines to browse on the less desir
few days with their daughter. Mrs
able Canada thistle. To date Han
Ivan Philbrook. Mr. Ainsworth is in-1 cock county farmers have failed to
stalling a new furnace in the church
give explanations as tn methods
used to produce this unusual aid tu
Radios have been installed this win
agriculture.
ter in the homes of O. C. Wallace. O
F. Ames. Mrs. Ester Ames, and Lavon
Ames.
French Veteran Reads
School closed Friday for two weeks’
Name on War Memorial
vacation. A Christmas tree at the
Paris.—An ex soldier, SI. 1'aul
schoolhouse Thursday evening wis ac
Oudnr, visiting the former battle
companied by an interesting pro
field of Cbesnois-Auboncourt, in the
111 I'
i.
gram.
Ardennes, where he lost a number
- ’
The community Christmas tre? was of the comrades he had made in the
Ab
j
1'
held at the church Monday witlh a
trenches, was much taken aback to
• j * / lr*
I
see his own name on the war
program cf Christmas songs and reci
memorial.
tations.
SI. Oudnr remembers that In the
Several of the largest schools of
height of the battle, lie dropped his
mackerel ever seen around here were1
pack, containing his papers, nnd he
•
reported by the fishermen Dec. 15. It
supposes that it must have fallen
I ls very unusual for mackerel to be
near a dead man who was hurled in
L
his name.
seen In these waters so late in the

Jn Everybody’s Column COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

Legal Notices

BIG GAIN IS SHOWN

Twelve Million Taken In for

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

Every-Other-Day

.v*’?-™ iiii!?
February Term. 1938 |
To the Honorable Justice ot said
Court next t<’ be holden et Rockland
within and for aald County, on the
aecond Tueedsy of February. 1938 —
Marianne C Bullard ot Rockland ln
said County- respectfully represents that
her
maiden
name
waa Marianne
Crockett; that she was married to Albert
H Bullard now of parts unknown, at
Pittsburg in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvanla on the thirtieth day of May.
1989: thst auPsequent to raid marriage
the parties hereto resided at Butler and
Erie tn said State of Pennsylvania and
ai Mt Klsco »n the 8tate of New York
until October 1831; that she has al
ways conducted herself toward her said
husband aa a true, faithful and af
fectionate wife
but that her said
husband unmindful of his marriage
vows and obligations, has been guilty ot
cruel and abusive treatment toward her;
that at Mt Klsco. aforesaid. In aald
October 1931. tier said husband utterly
deserted your libelant and she avers that j
such desertion haa continued for three ,
consecutive years next prior to the filing
o. this ilbel. She further avers that although her »»ld husband Is able, by
nieana of hts labor to provide for her
comfortable support and maintenance,
yet notwithatandlng the premises he has
crossly or wantonly and cruelly refuted '
or neglected to
provide for her
Your libelant further avers that she
has resided in the State ot Maine. In
good faith, for orte year next prior to i
the filing of this Itbel. and that the
whereabouts of her said husband ls at
present unknown to h— and cannot be ,
ascertained by reasonable diligence
,
Wherefore she prays the bonds of'
matrimony now existing between her
and the said Albert H Bullard may be
dissolved by divorce and that the custody of their minor child. Anna M. aged
five, may be awarded to her until
further order of the Court.
MARIANNE C BULLARD
Then personally appeared Marianne C.
Bullard and made oath to thr truth of

the foregoing by her subscribed
Before me

CHARLES T SMA’J.EY.
Notary Public.

IL S 1
Dated at Rockland December 9, 1935
STATE OF MAINE
(LSI
KNOX. SS
Clerk's Office. Superior Court.
ln Vacation
Rockland. Dec 10. A D 1935
Upon the foregoing LIBEL Ordered
That the Libellant give notice to said
Albert H Bullard to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land. within and for the County of
Knox on the second Tuesday of Febru
ary A D 1938 by publishing an attested
copy of said Libel, and this order thereon three weeks successively In the
Courler-Oazette a newspaper printed ln
Rockland ln our County of Kno.-i. the
laet publication to be thirty days at
least prior to said eeccnd Tuesday of
February next, that he may there and
then tn our said court appear and show
cause if any he have, why the prayer
of aald Libellant ahould not be granted
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
Justice of the Superior Court
A true copy <af the Libel and Order of
the Court thereon.
Atteat:
MILTON M ORIFFIN Clerk
___________________________ 149-Th -155

'lonel llnee nve cente e»ch for one time
10 cent, {Or three tlmee Sir word*
make a line

13

;

WANTED

5

6

ai

MAN or woman wanted-eupply customers with famous Watkins Products
m Rockland and nearby rural localities
No investment
Business established.
earnings average $25 weekly, pay startimmediately
Write J. R WATKINS
co. 231-43 Johnson Ave Newark N J
' i«iii '
----------------------------------------------------POSITION as chef or order cook wanted Best of references. HORACE PtRRY.
Orace St.. City.
•••
POULTRY

wanted

I' POUST.

22

20

W
25

2)

swi
32

31

1
1

3M
Wi
sss 38
iw;
M3

36 37

M2.

\\\\

Ml

39
MM

tftf
Vb

M5

sw
26

29

25

M7

M9

98

si

50 51

138

LOADS or part loads wanted. Merrill
,?erv

wsm2J2"tL

16

1©

27

35

11

II

IO

9

8

15

•

&

Limerock street. Rocklana. Tel. 377-W
________ t____________________ 138-tf
*

7

IM

j

53
57

2>6
59

58

. ^°^ERT92tl'

Waldc>bor° Tel 28-4. speclahegg servlet

Ot**—* * * —■ * — —■ a

: ‘ FOR SALE
’
*
•ot***************

K

FOR SALE—One electric lroner. one
combination, gray enamel, gas and coal •
stove, tables chairs
stands, marble
•labs
Moving Picture Camera with
portable steel screen for home use. films
etc Aluminum auto picnic kit contain
ing full equipment, thermos bottle and
thermps food containers All packed tn
handsome leather cose equipped to be
carried on running board of car Youths
round top Oak Desk with chair and
many other Items Many of the above
articles would make wonderful Chrtstmas gifts and can be bought at great
sacrifice from original cost. All are lu
wonderful condition and practically as
good as new. First come, first served
STOVER FEED MFC. CO.. Rockland.
Maine Phone 1200
153-155
“T7------ 7
~-----------HARD coal. 515, coke. $11; Pochontas
>un>P7'
Po7t*onts’ nut I’petla!
£?t ®tovesi 89 75; Dry fitted hard wood
* 0, J “ PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
IM'Z__________ ____________
149-tf
BEST dry hard wood under cover:
fitted. 89; Junks. 59; soft wood and
slabs. <7; kindllnge T J CARROLL
Thomaston. Tel 263-21 Rockland 145-tf

OLD $rowth dry hard wood for sale.
fitted. 99. Junka.- 89; 4ft lengths 88
fireplace $3. S PETERSON. Granite St
Tel 528-M
139-U

TO LET
lt******ffi»"**«>«*>«ffi»**<*a*gt
FURNISHED
second-floor
heated
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC 8T
_____ _______________________ * 154*158
DESIRABLE apartment 7 rooms, bath
garage, sunporch to let. 80 Pleasant St
Very reasonable rent. Tel 958-J Vacant
Jan 1_____________________ 155-157
EIGHT room house and garage to let,
at 66 Rsnkln 8t Ready Jan 1 Inquire
at 44 RANKIN ST or_Tel 202
150-tf
7 room house to let. toilet and~llghta
at 22 Cyescent St., low rent, Tel. 1162-R
_______________________
154-158
FURNISHED apartments to let. V F
STUDLEY. Foss House Tel 330
m.tf
■ ,T __
:-------r——— ----houbi. steam heated rooms
and bath, 84 per week.
153-158
THREE room furntahed apartment
with bath to let at 14 ORANOE ST
Tel 578-W
153*155

A new 7 room house to let. electric
lights, at Ingraham Hill, tannin* 34
Main
St..
Thomaston.
MARTIN
LEONARD_____
154*156

3 room furnished apartment to let. at
47 Pleasant St. Inquire LILLIAN BICKNELL 82 Limerock 8t
133*155

FIVE room apartment to let. 750 Main
St. Opp. J A Jamesons Co. Hot water
heat with or without power . oil burner
Hardwood floors bath, garage. C. A
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St., Tel. 986-J
♦__________________
138-tf
FURNISHED or unfurnished 4 room
apartment to let luormr■ n
street
INQUIRE 11 James
------- '■----------- —____________________
..iT^Q “Par'ment» of 4 and 5 roome
taqul^ Kno‘xUSt
“iff/tf

Harry O. Ourdy. Secretary
I HOU8E of «lx rooms for rent, recentlv
149-Th-155 renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
— Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for the
cutting Rent reasonable TEL. ROCK
LAND 793-W. after 4 p. m.
123*tf
NORTH HAVEN
■

Tbe Library will put into circulation
Jan. 1 a varied list of non-fiction,
fiction and Juvenile books, totalling
59 volumes, besides the new Columbia
Encyclopedia, an up-to-date refer
ence bock. The various classifications
are here lifted:
Fiction—Spring Came on Forever.
Aldrieh; Silas Crockett, Chase; The
Stars Lock Down. Cronin; Falcons of
France. Hall and Nordoff; The Strange
Proposal. Hill; David's Star of Beth
lehem. Parmcnter; The Unknown
Post. Parmenter; Oarden Murder
Ca<c, Van Dine; Bcomcrang Clue,
Christie; Mountain Justice, Buck;
Chivalry. Sabatini; The River of
Skulls, Gec.-go Marsh; If With All
Ycur Hearts. Hauck; Red Headed
School Ma arn* Dr. Aldrich; Blood
Relations. Oibbs; Cape Ccd Yester
days, Lincoln; Mistress Pat. Mont
gomery.
A Certain crossroad, Lcrlng; On the
Trail of the Tumbling T, Mulford;
The Wide River to Cross, Parmenter;
Rebel Loyalist, Conner; Europa. Briffeult; It Can’t- Happen Here, Lewis;
Hidden Shoals, Eassett; Walk Hum
bly, Stevens; The Golden Thread,
MiKee; Alexander's Bridge, Cather.
Non-fiction—Old Jules, Sandoj;
Dw.gjit Morrow; My Rendezvous with

•

30

FOUR cocker Spaniel pups. 8 weeks
o‘d- co'd black with docked tails, lor
These Spaniels are full blooded, and
all beauties. Children would be crazv ,
about them, as well as the old folks
Here ts a Chrlstmaa present that would
please the whole family every day ln the
year They will be sold cheap to move
them before Xmas
See them today,
buy one. and make your kiddles hapnv 1
STOVER FEED MANF CO 88 Park St
Rockland. Maine Phone 1200
153-155
---------------------'
CARLOAD of Stover?"f family flour Just arrived
Prl"d fo,r <l«'ck sale 89c per bag $7
1 perr barrel
barrel. The price and quality
duality can't '
beat Get your winter supply todav
Phone 1200 for delivery wherever wanted
STOVER FEED MFC. CO 86 Park S'
Rockland________________________ 155-157

Xew Volumes Al Library

M

i

19

WHITE collie lost, sable head and
spot ou body
Answers to name of
"Oraffle." Last seen Thursday noon
Rewaixi
Information most welcome.
MRS F A TIRRELL. Tel 1138 or 81)8
153-155

I

notice: of foreclosure

3

17

LOST AND FOUND

DRY and green hard wood for sale, all t
kinds, under cover 98 to $9 Call eve
nings. Tel. 257-3. LOFMAN EROS . R> ckYtM«.____________ 151*156 ;

Whereas.
Elizabeth C
Knowlton
Orace E Knowlton. Maude E Smith
Oertrude K Wooster, all of Rockland,
In the County of Knox and State of
■M&lne and Elizabeth C Knowlton,
guardian of Richard C Knowlton,
minor ol said Rockland, by their
mortgage deed dated the fourth dav of
January. 1933 and recorded tn the Knox
Registry of Deeds. Book 228, Page 505
conveyed to the Rockland Loan ABuilding Association, a corporation
legally organised and existing under the
laws of the State of Maine, and located
at Rockland ........
In said
Knox County.
County, the
-— ------following described real estate situated
in raid Rockland together with the
buildings thereon, bounded and des
cribed as follows, to wit:
1. BEGINN'INCl at the easterly cornet
of lot now or formerly of Rufus Derby,
on the southwest
side ~of Limerock
„ C
T
Street, thence
5 ?7 n 2 Mi? *,reet
twelve rods *— ___ __
in*< ‘—
S, _______
tnd °1
David Winslow, thence 8. 25 W by said
Winslow's line, oeven rods ond nine
links: thenc* northwesterly by said
Winslows lot twelve rods and two links
to land of said Derby; then N 23’, E
bv the said Derby lot to the first monttened bounds
Also another lot or parcel of land
situated In. said Rockland, bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
2 BEGINNING at stake and stones
at the southeasterly comer of land
formerly of Alzlra L Crie mow of Nellie
C Hayhe-l and on line of land of David
Winslow; thence southerly on said
Winslows land, and producing the said
Alzira Cries easterly line fifteen feet to
stake and stones; thence westerly on
said WtnsloWs land, one hundred nine
ty-nine and one-half feet to stake and
etones at laud ol M B Winslow; thence
northerly along the easterly line of M.
B. Winslow's land fifteen feet to the
southwesterly corner of said Alzlra L
Crle's land, thence easterly along the
line between. the said David
Winslow's
,
and the said A zlra L. Cries land, two
hundred feet to the place of beginning
containing eleven square rods, more or
less.
Th? aald premises being the same conveyed to Roy L. Knowlton et ais by
Nellie C ll»!-nes by her deed dated
March 13. 1909. and recorded ln the
Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 146 Page
335 to which deed and record reference
may be had tor a more particular des
cription of the premises hereby con
veyed
And whereas the condition of Aald
mortgage has been broken:
Now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, said
Rockland Loan Ar Building-Association
claims foreclosure of said mortgage
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
land Loan A Building Association has
caused this Instrument to he sealed with
Its corporate seal and signed In Its cor
porate name by Harry o Gurdy. Its
Secretary,
there-unto duly
authorized.
secretary, tuerc-uiuu
uuiy autnorizcd.
this llth day Of December in the year of
our Lord one thousand nlpe hundred
a“<l.LVilrt>'fl'e'
'
(Slg'^i BOCK^SDA^CNI*TI^ILD-

I
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Life, Pickford; From a Surgeon's
Journal, Curbing;
Over African
Jungles, Johnson; Untold Story of
Exploration. Thomas; Sclar System.
Its Origin, Russell; The Beauty of
Britain; The Power to See It Through;
North To the Orient, Lindbergh; The
King of the Jews, Bcrdcn; Christ's
Alternative To ICommunism; What
Men Love By. Cabot; My Country and
My People, Yutang; Rome Stoops To
Conquer.
Juvenile—Loona
of
Hcllybttsh
Creek. Fcx; The Spinning Wheel;
There Was Fannie, ryan; Boy on
Horseback, Stcflans: The Chlnetc
Twins. Perkins; Inc in brother, Cor
yell; Guardsmen cf t - Coast. Do
herty; Three Side of Agrcchook.
Kelly; Children of the North Lights.
DAulaire; Peter and Gretchen of Old
Nuremberg. Jones; Red Horse Hill.
Meader; Franz, a Dog of the Police.
Meek; Baldy of Nome. Darling; Water
i Babies. Kingsley; Steamboat Billy.
Tonsey.

Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
ttsm, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant reiler?
JOHNSTON S DRUG STORE
373 Main St., opposite Knox County
Trust Co., Rockland
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
50 cents
lfl-Th-tf

HORIZONTAL
1-Separated
7-To scatter about

13-Before
,14-Roe (Scot.)
15-Contume
15-Make a mistake
17- Part of an auto

18- Subitance

; HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
-15-Suffix denoting an
agent
48-A cotton measure

|

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11-Eagle
12-Wrenched
20-Entice

47- Framework of slati 2f-Kind of grain

eccletiat*
tical historian

for shipping

23-German

48- lmplore
50-A firearm (pi.)
52-One who disbelieves
54- Evening
55- Falaehood
56- A shade tree

for con
tracting pupil of
eye
19- Becket on boat's
57-Crude metal
mast
58- Abides
21-Part of speech (pi. ) 59-Wlthed for
24- To lie at ease
25- Aisiit
VERTICAL
27- Venture
28- Ma*culine
1- Protecte
29- Pieee of rock
2-Anger
30- Soapttone
5- Rlak
32- Emitted vapor
4-Clothe
33- Egyptian river
9-Oain
34-Stagger
6- Lonely
35- Garden implement
7- An insect
(Pl*)
8- Support for a
38-lntervalt of rett
picture
42- Rabbit*
9- Sterling (abbr.)
43- ln a maze
10-South African
44- Formerly (Poet.)
antelope

25-Work shop (Fr.)
26-A point of compass
(abbr.)
28- A wire measure (pi.)
29- Percolate
31- Binds
32- Relax
34- Planted again
35- Keener
36- Smali lump of butter
37- Awakens
38- Part for an actor
39- One false to his
country
40- Superlative suffix
41-Guided
43-You ng girls
46- Contradipt
47-Pala
43-Fearlexj
49-Kind of cabbage
81-1 have (contr.)
53-Before

t

(Solution to previous puzzle)
!elc|
Jm| ' !ajs
iXlRlfg0 n c tz

FOR SALE

j5l£]DRslr|

1 ■l£iejp|fsr

AT STOVER’S
STOP, LOOK AND
LISTEN!

1 WH1

■J

S Lie N)D|C!«
ofe

Then come aa faxt as poxxiblr to
the home of ".MORE FOR LESS,"
where we are offering thr greatest
value in our history for thr remain
der of Oecrmbrr. Special prices,
thi*- week as follows: Fancy No. 2
Yellow Corn. Cracked Corn. Meat.
Freds. Dairy Ration*. Egg Mashrs,
etc. You can save at Stover’s
where you can buy thr highest
quality at lowest prices. Special for
one week: Fancy No. 2 Yellow
Corn. Cracked Corn or Meal, $1.50
p-r bag. Fine Granulated Sugar
$5.33 per 100 lbs.. 25 lb. bag MJ9,
10 lb ba^56c. All sugar packed in
: anitary"white cotton bags. Bulk
Sugar. 10 lbs. 51c. Fanner’s Favorite Dairy Ration $1.57. Stover's
Pride, high grade 20 per cent Dairy
Ration $1.83.
Stover’s Forcing
Egg and All-Mash or Growing Fred
$1.90. M. F. L. Egg Mash, with
Nopco XX Oil $2.00. Scratch Feed
25 lb. bag 47c; 100 lb. bag. S1.S5.
Fancy Green Mountain Potatoes.
27c peck; $1.07 bushel. Native
Johnson Yellow Eye Beans. 89e
pe>4i. Pea Beans. 5 lbs. 23c; 10 lbs.
45c; ICO lb. bag $3.90. Fancy Red
Kidney Brans 8c lb.; 100 lb. bag.
$6.75. Purity Salt. 10 lb, bag 15c.
Pork Sait (for salting down pork)
70 lb. bu. bag. 75c. Fish Salt. 70 lb.
bu. tag 75c. Confectioner's or
Brown Sugar. 1 lb. cartons, 3 pkgs.
for 20c, Pure Lard, 17c lb.; 4 lb.
pkg., f,8c. Compound Lard.. 16c lb.;
4 lb. pkg. 63c. Roiled Oats, 5 lbs.
25c. Pure Gold Com Meal. 5 lb.
bag, 23c. Pillsbury's Best Flour,
$1.32 bag. Occident Flour. $1.38
bag. Casco Paint for inside or ontside, all colors, quart cans, 59c;
gallon cans, $1.79. Salt Pork, 21c
lb.
I>o your buying where you can
save the most money. We carry a
complete stork of everything in the
Fred and Farmer's supplv line, in
cluding Milk Bottles. Milk Cans.
Milk Pails, Filter Discs, etc., etc.
•Cheek up with us on all prices be
fore buying elsewhere. Here is a
real opportunely to save from an
independent dealpr who is making
lowest prices to the fanner in
Southern Maine. You don't have
to pay the other fellow's bad bills.
Here we sell entirely for cash at
lower prices than can be ftund
elsewhet-e, grade for grade. No
orders too large, no orders too small.
We sell by the pound, by the bag.
by the tan or by the carload.
Quick Curb Service. Just blow
your horn. STOVER FEED MFG.
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Use

BUXTON’S
A Special Compound
For the relief of Rheumatic Aches
and Pains. Write for free booklet.

Buxton Medicine Company
ABBOT VILLAGE, MAINE
110-Th-tf

‘PWWTTPg’en’e’e’C'cc'cxic’C’cc'c’CM
H. H. CRIE & CO.

New Goods

Just Arrived
Mazda Bulbs
5c up
Johnsons Liquid Wax
Egg Scales
SI.75 up
Gloves
Wheelbarrows
25e up
Snowshoes ................. . ........ S.1.0J
Dog Harness
:;8c up
Dog Collars
10c up
Dog Leads
..... 1$c up
Gold Leaf
>1.00 up
Rocking Horses
S3.50
Toy Dishes
S1IH) up
Chair and Table Sets ... ........ 83.90
Tool Chc.tj
$1.00 up
Velocipede'. .................
$2.25 up
Ski Rindprti
SI
un
Paint and Varnish Remover Tflc up
Snow Shoe Sandals
S153 up
Cabinet Lock
...... 65c up
Horse Shoe Nails ......... pound 20c
Pocket Knives
Hunting Knives
...... 35c up
Nail Hammers
15c up
Allen Setscrews
lOe up
Brass Polish
28c up
Woodruff Keys
3c up
Glass Stove Rests ........
10c
......... 15c
Refrigerator Rests

STOVER
Feed Manufacturing Co.
TELEPHONE 1200
86 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
154-lt

Stove Cover I.if< erv

! MISCELLANEOUS <
♦

15 •

Brass and Iroir Wood Screws
Band Saw Blades
Pin Punches
............ 20c
Cold Chisels
20c up
Screw- Drivers
10c up
Offset Screw Drivers ........... 45c
Parts for Coleman Lights
Hinges ...........................
10c up
Butchers Paste Wax ................ 70c
Alligator Belt Lacings
45c up
1 To pkg. Assorted Wood Screws 15;
Assarted Stove Bolts................ 25c
C'asine White Glue................ 10c
Watch for future lists as they ap
pear in this paper

LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Heir Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall order®
solicited. H. €. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
___________________ 145-tf
SKATE sharpening, prompt service.
CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main street.
_________________________________ 152-tf
NOTICE:On and after this date. I will
not be responsible for env bills other
than those contracted for by myself. H.
C MacDonald. Dec. 5. 1935._________
DRIVER wood working tools, all styles
and types, lathes, drills, saws etc. oee
them at our store. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main St. Rockland.
145-tf
HARDWARE
WATCHMAKER—All kinds: watches.
IRON AND STEEL
Clocks, repaired Call and deliver. S A.
Macomber, 23 Amesbury St., Tel 958-J
________________ ,_____________147*159-tf- SYNDICATE BLOCK ROCKLAND
LEARN a pleasant profitable trade B)3lSl9lK9l9l9r9lMl>i9«i»)3t>:>,
Expert Instruction plenty of practice.
HALL’S Barbor School 873 Washington
St. Boston, Mase.
146*187

H. H. CRIE & CO.
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Every-Other-Day

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ETY
Id addition to peraontl notee regard- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr.
ad arrival*,
a
Ing departuine and
thia depart
ment especially desires Information nf gave a family dinner Wednesdav
social happenings partlea, musicals, etc
hninr Vtr and Mrs Cleveland
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be prtscnl Dfln8 -«r alla Mrs vieveiana
gladly received.
Sleeper Sr, Mrs. H. B. Ooodenough
TELKPIIONE
Ug or TM

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Noonan. Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater. and Miss
Mr. and iMrs. Waiter J. Henry
Elizabeth TUI.
(Alta McCoyi of Winchester. Mass .
I
spent Christmas with Mrs. John A.
Miss Anna Webster of the Tyler
McCoy, Thomaston. They were ac
' School ls spending the holiday vacacompanied by Miss Elizabeth Mc
| tion at her home in Bangor
Coy of Chicago who is remaining for
a week's visit with her mother.
Mr and Mrs. Sherman Rokes were

Silk Sale
*.

Last year at a similar sale we sold
hundreds of yards and we believe the
values to be even better this year

' guests Christmas Day of Mr. and
Principal and Mrs. Joseph E. Mrs. Robert Campbell in Auburn.
Blaisdell and son Franklin were
guests of relatives ln Sidney for the
; Mrs Edwin Harjula was hostess to
holiday.
H W Club Monday evening for cardand a Christmas tree Honors were
Miss Margaret Davenporb is spend
won by Miss Madlene Rogers and
ing the school vacation with her
Mrs. Emilio Hary.
mother ln Augusta.

Grain Crepes.

R. Kendall Oreen of the Massachu
Oatmeal Crepes,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Chicle are
setts College of Optometry ls spend
spending the holidays with relatives
f riendship Crepes.
I
ing the holiday recess in Rockland
in Kennebunk.
Pebble Crepes.
t
' and Camden, returning to Boston on
Thr Marx Brothers In “A Night At Thr Oprra.' -odv.
Gauze Crepes.
New Year's Day;
Miss Edith Straw of the McLain
AU the wanted colors.
If there is arfv truth to the saying . antics of the Marxes in bringing' them
School faculty Is spending the holi -1
Mr and Mrs Samuel Rogers of that “a laugh a day keeps the doctor together. From Italy, the action ls'
36 inehcu wide.
day vacation ln Washington. D. C, i
Eath were holiday guests of Rockland away." the medicos will be put out j transferred to an ceean liner and
and West Virginia.
relatives.
cf business by the riotous Marx then to New York, where the Marx
Brothers comedy. “A Night at the Brothers go Into grand epera with a.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constantine
Mr. and Mrs. A. T Thurston spent Opera "
tang. In the notable cast are Walter
went to Quincy. Mass. Tuesday to ,
The st;ry ls weven around two King, who also has a fine singing role.
spend the holiday week with Mr. and the holiday at the home of C. Wilbur
Thurston. South Union, where a ycung unknown epera singers. Kitty Siegfried Rumann. Margaret Dumont.
Mrs, John Keen.
family dinner was held.
Carlisle and Allan Jcnes. who are Edwaid Keane and Robert Emmet
perfectly cast for their parts, and the O'Conr.or.—adv.
The entertainment committee of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Horrocks of
Rockland Lodge BP.Of . is to have
Mr and Mrs Robert Studley of Miss Constance Snow Is home from
a New Year's eve dance at the Hqme Milton. Mass., arrive today to be
for members and friends Several guests for the remainder of the week Olencove were dinner guests Wednes- Bryant-Stratton Business School for
novelty features are planned and of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray. This day of Mr and Mrs. Ray Newton, the holiday recess.
will be their first Rockland visit Bare Hill.
-------there will be buffet lunch.
since removing to Milton and many
------Coffee Potters have Issued lnvita
Miss Edith M. Straw of Grove street tions for their second annual dancMrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh social events arc already being
planned
for
them.
has
been a guest at Dodge Hotel ln ing party at the Elks Home Friday.
ter Betty Lee who have been guests
Washington. D. C. rhe past week
____________
of Dr and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie since
home
from
1
Robot
Dunton
was
Sunday were Joined on the holiday
Mr and Mrs. Judson Rector and
I
by Mr Giroux and Charles Tweedie Boston for the holiday.
sen Chester and Miss Arlene Hills
of Waterville.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley R. Damon and rpent ChrUtmas in Union with the ,
A. B. Crocker
Mrs
Alice Kalloch were dinner guests latter’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr and Mrs Donald O Cummings
Hills.
and sons. Myron and William, and Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. C B
As I ,'aunter rrcund and meet the
Stahl
ln
Waldoboro.
Mrs. W. O. Cummings, were guests
Miss Wincna Newtori is ipendin? folk', frequently I find that the per
' > > -N
v
SENTER CRANF
for the holiday of Mr and Mrs
the holiday vacation wltb her aunt, j ron I am talking with is a native of
Junior
Harmony
Club
held
a
Wallace Spear in North Nobleboro.
M,s Agnes Studley.
special meeting at tiie Universallst
ROCKVILLE
the dear old State of Maine. One day '
DEER ISLE
Mrs. L. N. Benner of Brunswick vestry Saturday and elected these of
' recently I was at th? Harvard Uni
F.ne Granulated sugar. 10 pounds
School Notes
was ln the city Monday while ln ficers. President. Ruth Nichols,
Mrs. Vida Sylvester and family
51c;
25 lbs. <139; 100 lbs. <5 33. versity Museum. lo:k.ng ever the glass,
Thomaston to visit her mother. Mrs secretary. Barbara Murray; treasurer.
were at Spruce Head Island for the
echocl clcted Friday after a term
155-lt i fiawea, end ln talking with the cusE. O. Weston.
Norma Havener. The office of vice Stover's. Rockland —adv.
Christmas holidays.
tf 16 weeks. A Christmas tree, and
, todian. feund he was born in Dover-------j president and committees will be
Miss
Dorothy
Dunham
has
reFrcgram comprised the closing fea
Mr. and Mrs James Dondis are ln elecled at the next mceting. the date
Fcxcroft. Just like finding a long-;
I
lea-ned
that
his
.
turned
Irom
Sharon. Mass, where lurea the entertainment numbers of
PaU River. Mass, their visit being of ,.hl(.h wlu
announced shortly,
lost brother. But
........ .
she has been employed.
which are here listed: Christmas
timed so that they might attend thej
_____
< favorite scenery ls from Camden up
Miss Dorothy V. Sylvester who -‘Icry. Luke 2:8-21; Christmas Carol,
wedding on ChrUtmas Day of Mrs ' Mrs E s Bird gave a family dinto Bar.gcr. and around Bar Karbrr. teaches in Newton. Mass., arrived Frances Crummett; What We Can
DondU' sister. Miss Julia Pollock, and ner Wedne day. amohg her guests beHe will be tickled pink (?) if they dlr- Saturday and is spending the holi- Oive. Arlene Jones; play. Santas
Earl Ooldenberg
, ln£ Mr Wd Mrs. Sidney M. Bird and
continue the Bcston-Bangor service. days with her parents.
Workshop. Donald Whitmore. Arlene
-------A. U. Bird, of Boston
Another day I met a Boston Ele
Jones. Lucille Prescott, Milton Clark.
Mrs. David Talbot. Miss Maude
_____
Hartford Cook of Ewans Island ls Ronald Turner. Donald Northrup.
vated Railroad conductor who used to
Pratt and Harry Pratt, and Miss
M!t5 ^,^,1 U. Watts Is spendlive near but has sine? moved to West guest of Capt. and Mrs. Alfred Dun Charles Ashe. Elmer Turner. Stanley
Marian Wetdeman of Rockport, were
the £chool v#Mtlon jn CHnMn
Somerville. I found he was a native ham.
Jones. Victor Chapman. Mary Ashe,
guests of Mr and Mrs. William D. hfr homc ,own
“The best time to buv furs
[son. “What part?” I asked.
Talbot ln Portland for the holiday.
_____
The Elementery department of the Beatrice Turner, Alvah Jones. Erland
is In J.inuatv and l’» ■
‘•Leeds.” was hl3 reply, and cn being Sunset Sunday School held a Christ Savage, and Christine Chapman.
found she's right,” a wom
Mrs. Minnie Roberts went to
an remarked to us the other
aked where that was. he Inarmed mas party Saturday afternoon at the
Mrs. C F Simmons is at the liopie !
Johnny's Christmas. Sanford Jones;
Somerville. Mass. to spend the holi
day.
Partieularlv right,
1 me lt was up near Lewiston. (I did vestry.
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird for the winter.
J
Early
Christmas Morning. Beatrice
(his
January!
Tbit
long
day with relatives.
'manage to find it on the map). He
WMB Fall slowed down
Miss Carrie L.« Brown who is em Crummett; I's Owine Tell O Santa.
Miss Carol Gardner who teaches
: tcid me that lakt summer he spent his ployed in Bangor, passed Christmas Frederic Lenfest; A Mouse Speaks
fur sales so (lut now
Mr. and Mrs. George Moody and
price; are lower than in
music in the Anson schools U home
vacation at the old homestead which
Her Mind. Betty Jones; Once a Year.
at home.
daughter. Miss Mildred, were dinner
years.
for the holiday week.
he owns, and cne day he passed at
Warren Meservey; Old Santa Claus
guests ChrUtmas Day of Mr. and
the Leeds Fair. What a time he had j Morris Gray recently butchered a is Coming. Geraldine Jones; Christ
THE BEST TIME TO BUY
Mrs.
Winfield
H
Brackett,
in
hog
which
tipped
the
scales
at
390.
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman who has
trying tc pick out hi; old fritnds from
A HR COAT IS FRIDAY.
mas Bells. Edwin Turner ; Snow
been vUiting Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stoddard and
JANUARY 3, When I. J.
j 'among those prestnt.'r
Tracks.
Carl Prescott; Overheard at
Fox. America's Largest
Jenkins in Lewiston for the past
‘Time travels in divers paces with son were in Boston to pass Christ Chrlstma; Maude Savage.
Furrier,
Holds
its
Great
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
L.
Quinn
and
week returned Sunday and has re
diveis persons. I'll tell you who Time mas with Mr. Stoddard's Mother,
January Sale al
The Longest Divs of All. Walter
sumed her position in the office of son Stanley, of North Haven arrived
ambles withal, who Time trots withal, Mrs. Helen Stoddard.
Meservey; play. A Bit cf Puritan Fun.
Tuesday
to
spend
the
holiday
with
Rodney E. Feyler.
who Time gallops withal, and who he
Irene Lenfest. Frederic Lenfest. Fran
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Quinn, Rankin
i stands still withal."
ces Crummett, Carl Prescott. Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Bird oi street.
•
Somerville. Mas;.. Dec 20
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Turner. Sanford Jones; Old Santa
Boston arrived Tuesday to be guests
Claus in His Den. Elmer Savage; If
Myron Nevelaon. a student at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird
RAZORVILL.F.
You're Good. Irene Lenjest; Chrlst
Peekskill Military Academy U spend
The 9c Sale at Fullcrfor the holiday.
ma; Secrets. Dorothy Dyer; Our P.ne.
I olib's is Thursday, Friday.
ing the holiday recess of two weeks
Saturday, January 9, 10
Ruth Lenfe t; Santa's Whiskers.
Miss Margaret Salmonds of the with hU grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Femald Rhodes has been trucking
and 11.
High School faculty U spending the I. Berliawsky, Broadway.
wood for A. E. Johnston.
M-G-M’s $1,000,000 Donald Whitmore; The First Christ
mas Gift. Mary Black
holiday vacation at her home ln
Talbot Johnston was a caller Mon
• • • •
Clifford Ladd came from New York
Winslow.
day at the Edith Overlock home.
to spend the holiday with hU parents,
PUI Is neither absent rjor lardy
Stanley Jones and family were in
Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton who has Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd.
) during the term were Betty Jones,
Rockland Saturday.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
been a surgical patient at Knox
Iienc Lenfest, and Ruth Turner.
Georgia Bowman spent last Thurs
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell. Mass,
Hospital returned to her home on
A. . .
day in Augusta.
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Fred M.
Talbot avenue Tuesday.
Guests present at the school re
French, for the holiday week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark and
cently Included: Mrs Lila Crummett.
"The Vatican" will be the subject
Miss Lubreck of Hyde Park were in
Mrs. Myia Turner, Mrs. Geneva
Miss
Lucille
Durette
went
to
of the program of the Methebeses
town recently to attend the funeral
Chapman. Mrs Maude Olea on. Mrs.
Waterville
to
spend
the
holiday
with
Club meeting Friday at 2:30 at the
of Leyman Merrifield. Interment
Ida Jcnes. Mrs. Marian Jones. Mrs.
home of Mrs. Katherine Haines, the her parents. Mr. apd Mrs. Paul
was at Razorvillc cemetery.
Coia Stickney. Mrs. Flora Turner.
phases of art, the library and the Durette.
Mrs. Clifton Brann was an Augusta
Mrs. Marian Claik. Mrs Lottie P
Popes to be given in papers by Mrs
visitor Monday.
Jcnes. Verr.on Crummett. Annie
Miss Katherine Creighton who has
Blanche
Ellsworth. Miss
Hazel
Edith Overlock spent Christmas
Jones, Jcvce Turner, Janet Turner.
been in the Senter-Crane store for
Marshall and Miss Ellen Daly.
, with the family of John Lc Howard
Lloyd and Flovd Clarke.
the holiday rush will sail Saturday
i at Union.
Oeorge B. Wood Jr., is home from from Boston on the SS. Allegheny
Mrs. Bert Hayward and Mrs.
for Daytona Beach. Fla, where she
CLARK ISLAND
Syracuse, N. Y, for the holidays.
: Arthur Johnston passed a day in
will again be employed at the Hotel
Belfast recently.
Grammar School Notes
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons Geneva.
t
School closed Friday with an enter
A Christmas entertainment was
gave a candlelight tea Sunday eve
tainment which was well attended by
Charles Bicknell came from Gray
given by the pupils of the grammar
ning. their guests being Mr. and Mrs.
parents
and citizens.
school Friday afternoon before a
Charles A. Rose, Mr. and A. T. Thurs to spend the holiday with his mother.
Charles Barnes will soon begin
a ^rt^/biMvy/; ^aycr mctuu
gerd-sized audience. At the clcse of
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wotton, Mrs. Frances Bicknell.
operations at his mill at the Hibbert
the program Santa distributed gifts
Mrs. Alberta Rose. Mrs. Geneva Huke
lumber lot.
F.ne Granulated sugar, 19 pounds
NCW PLAYING
from the well-'adcn tree.
and son Jack, all of Rockland. Miss
Work Is In progress at the upper
61c; 25 lb;. $1.39; 100 lbs. <533
Pupils with perfect attertdance dur
Mildred I. L. Demmons assisted in
“SHE COULDN’T TAKE IT"
end of West ridge gravel being hauled
Stover's. Rcckland.—adv.
155-lt
ing the term were: Frances Cavcn.
serving. The table was very lovely
with
for this purpose from Edward Well
Beverly Magru'cn, Kenneth Malmin holiday deckings, the centerpiece
JOAN BENNETT. GEORGE RAFT
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Sherman
man's pit.
strom, Charles Wooster, Velma Den
being a cake iced with white and
Friends here of 'Roy Lenfest and
of Rockland, Miss Mary Wylie. M;.
nison, Shirley Johnson and Doris
decorated with poinsettias and red
Jesse Flanders were grieved to hear
and Mrs. Robert Walker, Mr. and
X rox riCTURt with
Malnistrom. Only a half a day was ,
candles. Colonial silver service lent
Mrs. William Robinson and Harry
of the accident which occured Satur
missed by Arler.e Morrison. Charles
a note of charm.
Wylie, of Warren, were dinner guests
day at Rockport when they were
Wall. Jr, Doris Dennison and Edwin
injured and their car demolished
IRENE KERVEY
Fine Granulated sugar, 10 pounds Wednesday of Ml and Mrs. N. F.
Eaum. Oliver Kangas mhsed one
Andrews
in
Thomaston.
The
women in the party escaped
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
TODAY
51c; 25 lbs. <1.39; 100 lbs. <533.
day.
ROGER PRYOR in
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 lo 10.3#
with bruises but others are in Knox
Stover's. Rockland—adv.
155-lt
During the past term a Thanksgiv
“CASE OF MISSING MAN”
Hospital for treatment.
,
*
Phone 8S2
ing entertainment was held and the
Try a box of tree ripened, sun col
proceeds, $19 used to buy geography,
Yield quicker to
ored Indian River Fruit, oranges,
Plan To Watch The Old Year Out
history and arithmetic workbooks.
double action of
grapefruit, tangerines. <1.50 and up.
The pupils have thoroughly enjoyed
and the New Year In At Our
Perfect delivery guaranteed. Maine
Telephone 409
the workbooks and have been great
•gawYHoneit
Mldnite Show New Years Eve
Matinee, 2.00; Evening 6.30, 8.30
Citrus Orove, Cocoa, Florida. N. L.
ly benefited by their use
<
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
Wolf, prep.
153-155

The Bargain Attic
Gef

acquainted with the Upstairs Thrift Store

DRESSES

THE SAUNTERER

m-

j
-ram -ram «■»- ram« ><m< -ram*-rax-• •„

HATS

TOWELS

STOCKINGS

BLANKETS

*

UNDERWEAR

'I
COMPANY^.___________________________________

/Ilfunlic tSfacific Jia. -Cmnpcuuj

“MY MOTHER
ALWAYS
SAID...

. FULLERCOBB’S

THE LAUGH Nil
OF IHE century:
Comedy Sensation!

WARNER OLAND

Children's Colds

PARK5©

E3FAPTHE ADS

IN A&P MARKETS
Try A. A I’ Meats.

We know you will be completely •**.!>-

lied with their high quality.

All beef is rut from heavy West

ern steers and is double U. S. Government inspected fcr your
protection.

PINELAND BEANS

New England
Bricl Oven Baled

SANTA CLARA PRUNES

PEACHES

L.b.i

2 35-ot. cent 27c
J

Count

40-50

Sliced or Helves 16 oz ran

SUNNYFIELD CORN STARCH

3 lb-

HEINZ Cucumber PICKLES

2

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP

Butler
Cured

26*oi.
bottles

29c!
23c'

LB.

2 28-or. cane (5c

Peeler'* label I4-OJ. bottle
Celo

lone

3

27-oi.

4-oi. cen
Ming Foy Hand

2

2-lb. ier

Red Heerf 3 16-or. cens

Big Butter

35c

label
19 oz. cans 15c

I0-OI. cen

29c
| 7c

OK Soap *or lhc laua^ry 7fks 25c

|0c

cen* 25c
cen

Bead (Molasses

Ann Page Preserves
Tomatoes
Pecker'*
Dog Food
Pop Corn

white or colored
well cured,

Sauerkraut

25c

15c
>. 39 J

DOZ.

Cat & Dog Food

Contents

I

Meat A Oroc
Stores

Ketchup

MOXIE

It-oi. cent | 5C

LB.

Yankee Beans

Slock Up Nov

19c

l?-o«. cen 25c

Bulk or
Pa.kugr

SLICED BACON
EGGS selected,

CHEESE

10c

3 lO'/j-ot. cens 20c

RUMFORD BAKING POWDER

Pure
Refined

p19»-

19C

24-01. ier 2|c

IONA STRING BEANS

LARD

lb*.

10c
13c

I Grandmother's
WHOLE MILK

20-c-.

Bread VoeV
loet 9c
Made

with Creamery
Butter, Too

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

ICEBERG LETTUCE,
SPINACH, Texas,
CELERY, Crisp,
ORANGES, Florida,

2 heads 17c
3 lb peck 25c

2 bunches 25c
5 lb bag 33c

GRAPEFRUIT Texas, sm 4 for 23c; lge 2 fcr 17c
BANANAS,
4 pounds 25c

a ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

UNEARTH

Every-0 the*-Day
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SERVICE ENDS TOMORROW

ANCIENT

CAPITAL IN SYRIA
(Continued from Page One*

Uncover * Noteworthy Art
Dating Back to 1100 B. C.

Jersey coast, a Federal law was passed
to become effective Jan, 1, which
Chicago.—Discovery of the ruins requires much modern equipment on
of a local capital of the Syrlan- coastwise passenger-carrying craft.
llltllte world that nourished from
Included is the mandate that life
lldO It. C. to the Invasion of Alex
ander the Great In the fourth cen boats shall be raised or lowered by
tury B. C, was announced by the
Oriental Institute of the University
of Chicago.
Dr. C. W. McEwan, field direc
tor of the Institute's Syrian expe
dition, who recently returned to
this country, reported the discov
ery, A royal paluce already has
been uncovered In the mound of
north Syria, about midway between
Alexnndretta and Aleppo.
The most Interesting single And
st the diggings was that of a
double-lion column base — two
crouching lions whose hacks sup
ported a column at the entrance to
the palace. Or. McEwan said It Is
one of the finest examples of llitt
lte art yet found.
“The Syrlan-Hlttlte culture was
a composite of llittlte. Aramaean.
Phoenician and Assyrian elements,”
Doctor McEwan said. "The discov
ery of a capital of tlds people will
bring new light to bear on a most
Interesting period."
According to Dr. McEwan. a na
tive foreman of the expedition
which has been excavating two oth
er mounds In the vicinity, wa« rid
ing Into Antioch, 23 mlles away,
when he noticed two carefully cut
blocks of basalt In the deep ditch
beside the road.
He recognised these as Iufportant
clews. When members of the ex
pedition Investigateil, they found
huge column bases of a type char
acteristic of royal buildings of the
late llittlte period.
It was then discovered that na
fives of a nearby little village had
been digging Into the mound for
the ancient burned bricks which
the natives used In repairing thetr
highways.

the first Iron steamship built in
America The "spank' of her big pad
dle wheels could be heard for miles
on still days or with a favoring breete.
Opposition developed tn the coast
wise traffic and some of the vessels,
instead o( running through to Boston,
earned passnegers to Portland where

and logs, with hundreds of sailing Then, from the "grunter” buoy off dm so that It could not be said they
were landed or loaded In Bangor
craft everywhere. In addition, there Thatcher Island the course would be
They
made the rest of their Journey
set on a bee line to the whistler off
were long wharves buttt out over
Monhegan eighty-odd miles away. on wagons while lenient enforcement
shoals to permit the loading of lum
Thence either ln post White Head officers winked at the procedure.
ber. and also log cribs, some of which
The Bangor bouts carried many
and through Mussel! Ridge Channel
still exist, set well out in the stream,
cargoes
of fine liquors and foods, as
or else the outer cour.e around Two
and to which long chutes were run to
Bush Island to Owl's Head, depend | well as blooded horses, when they
permit the loading of ice into schoon
termed the favorite method of shlping upon conditions.
ers.
I ment to the great summer estates at
And if y:u were a late sleeper no Bar Harbor and other places on Mt.
Fiom 100 sawmills thousands of
tens of sawdu-t and scrap were alarm clock was needed a: Rcckland Desert Island.

(From the Original Painting by

i
t
]
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Trade In Lumber

Bar.gor, "the Queen City," was the
, real reason for the beginning of the
service. Twenty-four miles inland
from the sea. for years it exported
more lumber in ships Ilian any other
place on tide water, and also ran
i c ose to Kennebec River communi-

they connected with railroad trains
to complete their trips.
Prior to 2838. pasengers on the run
were landed In small boats tt Owl's
Head, at the entrance to Rockland
harbor, where a stage would be wait
ing to convey, them to Rcckland or
Thomaston.
The first steamship
wharf was not built at Rockland until
that year.
Eventually all the coastal lines be
tween Boston and Maine ports were
combined in the Eastern Steamship
Lines, which afterward became the
Eastern Steamship Corporation and
still later took on its present title.
A Hazardous Voyage
The route to Bangor always called

Finds Strange Penny

Chicago.—When William Carroll
counted his change he found a
atrange coin. It is the same size
as a penny. On one side Is a por
trait of Benjamin Franklin. En
graved on the other side are the
words. "A penny saved Is a penny
earned."
Relic 120 Years Old
Okmulgee, Okln.—A valuable Magenic relic Is owned by J. M. War
ren here. It is a Masonic npron,
hand-made 120 years ago in Mem
phis, Tenn.

‘Dead Man’s Shadow”
Legend Still Exists
Lsngsville, Ohio.—The strange
legend of the “Dead Man's Sha
dow" continues to exist here de
jpite scoffing skeptics. Unbe
lievers have only to look upon
the weird evidence—and doubt
Invariably assails them, believ
ers In the tale assert.
According to the legend, a
stranger walking along a hlglk
way near here was struck and
killed by a speeding automobile
several years ago. His body was
placed on a concrete sidewalk
near fhe scene of the accident
pending arrival of an ambulance.
'When the body was removed,
a vague shadow of the exact
proportions of the victim re
mained, legend has It.
Some time later, workmen
poured a thick layer of addi
tional concrete over that partlcilar section of the sidewalk, It
is said.
But the shadow reappeared, so
lay the superstitious.
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■fistic Memorials in Stone

CtolMRt Drtir. Courtesy of Goodman-Walker. Inc.)

Sleunirr Bangor, Built in 1833, Fire! on the Boston Run, a Revenue Schooner Flying the American Flag Lying Between Her and the Shoreline of Bangor to the Left
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No Hurry,

'Helium? — Kead

by nery bull#ts started lhe search for

This Article

! non-lnflanimable gas to substitute tor
------I hydrogen, which explodes easily, even
Hoisting the National Oecgraphic ln contart wlth #lr Ilaly ^led to

Society—Army Air Corps stratosphere
balloon Explorer 11. more than 13
miles above the earth on Nov. 11.
. >,
..mi.
helium vividly demonstrated that it
can perform useful Jots for science as

extract helium from volcanic gas Issuing from fumaroles around Mt. Vesuvlus and Naples. England p.oneered
helium production from natural
“
.
__
gar. with plants m Canada, extract.ng
wme
cjb;c
wylng m

Somcllme* Calltd “Wind Gas"

Danger

American “Shorti” War

machinery rather than by the timehonored block and tackle. It ls said
•hat to 60 equip the present boats on
the Bangor run would cost approximately $50,000 each, an expense lhai
is unwarranted in view of business
onditions. Moreover, it is said to
be questionable if the decks of the
craft would be strong enough to carry the added weight.

About

well as for war.
purity from 60 to 90 per cent.
Soaring steadily up. in spite cf the
"The United Flatts alcne hxs
ugof gravity, th.s aristocratic gas was helium-tearing
natural gas
in
bowing its preference for the upper amounts sufficient for commercial
.eights, where it Is much more at production. Ohio. Colorado. Utah,
ome than at sea level. At the earth's northern Oklahoma, and espreially
-nrface the atmosphere contains only Kansas and Texas have gas wells proitoout one-bslf of on:-thcusandth ot duelnj as high cs seven or eight per
one p'r cent of helium i 0000054). but i cent helium. The 'sands' of the
500 miles away from the earth It is be. Cliffside structure in Texas, now be.
.leved to cons st largely cf hydrogen ing worked by th? Government plant,
and helium, which may finally escape have only two per cent helium, but
into practically empty space between have lycn chosen because they are
the stars.
1 easy to work, have a steady volume.
No Taste, No Odor. No Color, No
end a market for residue gas.

Vienna Sees Joke in
Vienna.—The whole controversy
about “aborts" for men In England
and America causes a merry laugh
Id Austria.
A pair of shorts, one of linen for
midsummer and one of deerskin for
cooler days, are and have been an
essential part of an Austrian male’s
wardrobe for years.
It's nothing unusual to see a pair
of uncovered legs sauntering down
one of Vienna’s principal botilevarda.
Nobody stares, nobody
laughs; It’s taken for granted you
can wear shorts In town If you
wish.
In the country on Sundays 80
per cent of the men wear leather
or linen shorts, an open shirt, and
no hat. The man who wears more
Is stared at.
Perhaps It's only honest to say
that shorts nre a sort of national
Austrian costume for men. They
originated In the mountainous Ty
rol, where the peasants wore deer
skin shorts before they knew pants
or trsusers existed.
When the Austrlnn man goes
swimming he wears a lot less than
enough to get him arrested In the
States. He has long ago aban
doned the simple trunks (once con
sidered very daring In the United
States) and wears only a loin cloth.
Ten yards away lie seems stark
naked.
There Is considerable
mixed nude bathing In the Danube,
but the police discourage It. But
It's often hard for the police to dis
tinguish whether the bathers are
naked or not.

the price was nearer $2400 per cubic
foot.
How Much Do You Know
'Helium escaped general notice until
,, ,.
rj
. ! the destruction of World War airships

A GAS ARISTOCRAT

Summer Folk Chat Cosily Until lhe Boat Leaves

ties in the shipment of natural ice for a vessel possessing qualities which
tt was impossible to combine in one
by vessels.
With so much business afoot there craft. From Boston to Rockland the
I was a vast amount cf freight needed, steamships were exposed to the At
much of which came to Boston. Serv lantic Ooean. with unfavorable
ice by sailing packet was slow and changes of weather always to be ex
irregular, even for those times, and pected. This required a sea-going
in 1823 an odd-appearing steam craft type of craft which could not run
named Tlie Patent began runs be freight ashore quickly at the various
tween Boston. Portland and Bangor landings and could not reach Bangor
In that same year, the Steamship at ihe lowest point of the tide.
Maine engaged 'n the traffic. The fol-, Once ln "Bangor River," as the
lowing year saw the Legislator and the mighty Penobscot was often called,
a wide-shoal-draft hull, carrying all
Connecticut on the run at times.
In 1833, the Boston & Bangor] freight on the main deck, was a prime
Steamship Company was formed, with requisite. The problem was nearly
about 200 Boston merchants but only solved in 1997 and 1909 when the pres
a few Bangor persons as stockholders ent llneTS. the Camden and Belfast,
In that year the company had built j were built.
In the river, navigation always is
in New York the side-wheel steamer
Bangor, of 400 tons and 160 feet in hazardous because of the narrowness
length. This was the fastest boat of the stream at some points, the
that had come to the Maine coast. many sharp turns, the obstructions
She was rigged as an auxiliary two- and the extreme height of tide which,
masted schooner and the sails aug in ordinary heap tides runs to 12 feet,
mented her mechanical power. Her! five inches at Bangor, to which two or
engine consisted of a 36 inch cylinder three feet is added by monthly spring
with a nine-foot stroke and her boil-' tides. There are many shoals but in
ers consumed 25 cords of wood on Bucksport Narrows tne water has a
each round trip between Bangor and i depth of 14 fathoms. Ice shuts off
Bangor for about five months during
Boston.
During that season, she is said to the year, during which time it has
have averaged 120 passengers each been customary to run freight to
way at $6 each. The Bangor ran on, Winterport on steamships especially
this route until 1841 and was sold to fitted for the work.
In the old days the river near Ban
the Turkish Government which re
named her the Sundower. She was gor was packed with rafts of lumber

for the noise of d‘charging freight
If the company abandons the serv
was all that was necessary
ice the wharf properties will be sold
Prom Rockland on there was a as well as the boat;. It is estimated
gicrious view ol the Camden Moun that 125 persons will be threwn out
tains and perhaps of the sun rising of employment. Including vessel
ever the islands ac oss Penobscot ertws and employees at the varicus
Bay.
landings.
Once In the liver there was a beau
And Now a Harbor
tiful par.trama of hills and forest
And the Irony of it is that the Unit
and pretty villages along the bank--.
In the cemeteries that dot these ham ed States War Department has but
lets many cf those old pilots and cap recently approved a three-way plan
tains are quietly sleeping while the for improving Rcckland Harbor at a
thing they helped to create is pasting co t of about half a million dollars.
into history.
When Traffic Was Congested
If the Bangor line goes out of busi
One of the sagas of the service was
But the greatest danger was in the the stranding of the C ambr.dge. In ness, c:al barges, a Coast Guard cut
ccnge-tlon cf sailing craft. Hundreds, daylight and calm weather she got ter, an occasional lonely coasting
cf schooners of varying size were con-1
off her course snd piled up on Old schooner and the yachts that put ln
stantly thrashing up or down stream Mafl Ledge, between George's Islands there will be the only craft to benefit
and when a good "chance" from the ar.d Mcnhegan, becoming a total by Lhe expenditure of that sum.
westward made its appearance, the wreck, though with no loss of life. In
Already. In a score of little harbors,
river was alive with the cumbersome act, the only dLaster In which more rotting piling and crumbling wharves
r aft trying to make Bangor and a than cne or two died cn a run be tell the story of abandoned steam
berth at a loading dock. In addition tween Bangor and Boston occurred ship service that cnce made Maine
tows of as many as twenty load in 1854 when the Ocean, of the San- s great seafaring 8tate. Two years
ed schooners would b? lashed together ord fleet, was in collision with the ago the last of the fleet of smaller
and taken down to Pcncbscot Bay b. Cunarder Canada, in Broad Sound, at c.aft which the company operated as
tugs
Through these, the steamers had to
ply their way and often on turning
cne cf the bends in the river, the
pa enger craft would be In danger
of striking a tow or a slow-moving
schooner. Collisions were frequent
and the damage proportionate.
As the lumber trade waned, this
peri! passed but the run along the
coast was always hazardous becau e cf
fog and storms. The skill of pilots
and cap'ains was uncanny and many
laughable stories are told of their
knowledge of position. On one occa
sion. while groping up the river in a
"dungeon" fog. the skipper of cne of
the liners became slightly worried,
even the echo cf the whistle from the
high banks failing to assure him of
his, position.
Came a puff of wind from offshore.
The captain shifted his cud. sniffed
once cr twice and then said to his (Court'W Marine Revon-h Sx-letr. R»l*m. frem "Snlltnc D»v» on ttw Penobocot."
mate, "Thursday, ain't it? Hell. I
bv Western ar.d Colcord.)
kin smell Aunt Llddy a-frying dough Iron Steanvhlp Bangor. Built in 1844, First Sea-Going Propeller Steamer
nuts. She alius does on Thursday.
Built in the United States
Go ahed. we’re to suthard o' Buckspert Narrows."
the entrance to Boslor.*Harbor. The ;onnceflng links between Rockland
Those readers who neveT made the shock upset stove and lights aboard snd cutlylng places, and which used
voyage to Bangor can never know the the Ocean and she began to sink and to scatter like a flock of ducks when
exhilaration of the 210-mlle trip. The burn at the same time. Five pa sen- the boat from Boston docked, to
run down Bcston Harbor and on to gers Jumped overboard and were straggle in again in the late after
Gloucester thirty miles distant. drowned, while more than 100 were noon. with passengers and freight for

dumped into the river. Sawdust and
bark quickly sank to form danger
ous shoals which finally required
d; edging. At one time a steel rod
was run through 13 feet of sawdust
before touching bottom. The Gov
ernment was remiss In marking dan
ger spots and thiough the heyday of
the lumber business Buck's Ledge off
Orringtcn was the only reef that bore
a warning. Floating logs and the
dreaded “tide walkers." which were
watersoaked tree trunks with one end
afloat, were a constant menace

rescued.
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Fire and Collision
Two of the most famous boats in
Eastern Steamship history were the
j
City of Bangor and City of Rcckland I
In 1913 the City of Bangor was swept ,
by fire while lying at Fester's Wharf,
tn Boston and one man met death
She was rebuilt for many more years
of service and now lies rotting at a
wharf in East Boston.
The City of Rockland was one of
the largest wooden steamships ever
built at Boston and the timbers and
planks used in her construction were
said to be tlie longest in any vessel
built in New England.
Many will recall the days of Maine's
own drought when piles of redolent
beer kegs, graced the wharf at Hamp-

"Colorless, tasteless, odorless helium , “Pr^cnce of helium In natural gas
has a temperament all Its own.” says was noticed In 1907 after analysis of
s bulletin from the Washington. D. C., samples from Dexter. Kansas, suoleadquarters of the National O?o- fitted by d.appointed owners who
gra phk Society. It has no savage wondered why th.ir gas wouldn't burn,
tendency to be destructive, for it is since then, thousands of wells of 'wind
non-inflammable and nen-poisonous.
tjeen found. The Oovernlelng a monatomic gas. its hermit na- nent holds rights to gas. a little over
.ure keeps each ind.vidual particle, or one per cent helium, from a natural
itom. aloof from its fellows. Helium dome near Woodside. Utah, as a res so haughty, ln fact, that It refuses serve for military use in a national
to mix with other elements unle's emergency.
shocked of Jolted Intd a combination
«jg ba-s been estimated that from
by an electric d.seharge.
natural gts. a million cubic feet ot
“Ordinifily lazy and inert, helium s helium escape daily. Classed as a
only exercise 1s to drift heavenward .rare- ga5_ helium is rare ln quantity
when released, be.r.g the 1 ghtest but not y, occurrence, for It can be
known gws except hydrojen. ar.d ta found nearly everywhere, in exceedindulge in the lazy sport of conduct- lr4ly s^all amcunU m the older
Ing electricity, ln which It can be ro:ks Of the earth's crust, ln gas from
beaten only by neon. But It makes mineral springs, in sea and river
less effort to struggle, through rub- water. and especially in natural gas.
berized fabric than does hydrogen,
"Thus surrounded by helium, man
thertoy winning a commercial ad- nevertheless discovered it on the sun.
vantage. for less of It is lost from a over 93.000000 miles away Observballocn. Helium is stubbornly op- jnj tbj atmosphere of the sun with a
posed to change, remaining the same spe.troscope. scientists in India and
at lew temperatures which make rub in England saw the yellow lines now
ber as brittle as glass.» .
associated with helium and reported
"This latter quality aids man in it, within a few hours of each other.
separating helium from natural gas. It. 1833. Lockyer, in England, named
At Soncj. about erven mlles west of ;t helium, from the Greek hellos' for
Amarillo. Texas, the world's largest sun. por 27 years longer none knew
helium production plant processes oj
pres!<nce cn earth until Sir Wilnatural gas. p ped 12 miles from wells bam Ramsay, experimenting with the
!n the CWIside structure. The gas at rare meiai clevelte, and also a sprclflrs; ls scrubbed free of Impur.tlcs men 0; meteoric iron, found that they
with a bath of caustic soda, then sub- contained a tiny trace of helium. The
Jected to sub-zero tempeiatures until same year the spectroscope revealed
all components except helium are
presence in the earth's atmosphere,
frozen out. As cooling steam becomes pmauy it was d.stilled from air, and
a liquid—water so do most elements classified with the other inert gases,
of natural gas become liquid at the neon, argon, niton, krypton, and
very low temperatures employed—but xenon.
rx»t helium- Left alone in a gaseous' "Its power to conduct electricity
state, helium is drawn off into tank1 gives helium potential uses which so
cars and steel cylinders for shipping, far have not been exploited. Its main
or into storage at the plant. Under commercial use now is in aeronautics,
heavy pressure, 186 cubic feet ot with poss.bilnles of development ln
helium can be squeezed into a steel food preservation, flrepoooflng, refrigcylinder containing only one and one- eratlon, and ooollng electric motors,
half cubic feet of space.
It might also be employed in aid conHelium Once Very Costly
. ditioning for people who must work
“Helium obtained by this process L Jr-der great pressure, as ln deep-sea
about 98 per cent pure, although the diving, caisson work, and tunneling,
plants laboratory has experimentally Scientists find helium helpful as a
achieved 99.96 per cent. This plant, standard wave length in studies with
operated by the U. 8 Bureau cf Mines the spectroscope and as a medium for
with leased rights to gas from 59.000 low temperature studies. In an atacres of land, can produce over mosphere of helium, hot metals can
24.030.COO cubic feet cf helium a year. °e worked without the corrosion they
One year the cost of production was su®er under normal conditions."
estimated at less thin a cent—seven
■-------------------mills—per cubjc foot of helium, and
during one busy menth the ccst | *
~
aiACtii
dropped to four mills. In 1915, when better
the world output was 109 cubic feet,1
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the westward trip, passed out of the
picture. New the mother craft ap
pear slated fcr the same fate.
And the tide murmurs and gurgles
about the old wharves as though muttering the mournful tale of departed
glory; sea gulls gossip about it and
the pine-clad Islands along shore nod
their feathery crowns as If to say "We
told you so. Nothing endures but us."
—Fred C. Green ln the Boston Tran
script.
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